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The Waterville Mail.
WATERVILLE.

VOLUME

NORTH fASSALBORO NEWS.
HENRY McVEIQH, Correspondent.

MAINE,

WEDNESDAY,

GREAT RACE MEET
Colonel Morrill's Races at Central Maine
Track Most Snccessfal.

AUGUST

9,

NUMBER 13

1905.

READY TO KICK.
.<1
Shows Diplomatic Astuteness
In an Interview.

Earry Hawes has gone to Pemaqnl^
The latest fad: a fellow perambnlating
throagh the streets with a toothpick for a two weeks’ rest.
behind his right ear.
Services will be held in Saint
Bridget’s
church Sunday, next, at 8
Wm. Soule went to Portland Thurs
day to visit his daughter, Mrs. Jones, and 10 a.m.
for a couple of weeks.
Mr. and Mrs John Qrant and family
No Doubt of Result If the Con
went to Pemaquid Saturday for a Ideal Weather, Qood Crowds and Fast
Miss Blanche Evans of Billerica, rest of two or more weeks.
Trotting Contributed to Snooess of
flict Continues.
Mass., is visiting friends in town and
Event—Some
Exciting
Contests.
will remain abont a month.
Michael Donahoe and sister, Mrs.
Mountain, went to Ohina Sunday to
Farmers are rushing garden truck visit their cousin, Mrs. Morrill.
Oystsr Bay, N. Y., Aug. 8.—Baron
while prices are high. New potatoes
Kaneko,
the Japanese fiiinnolnT expert,
As stated in The Mail Thursday
76 ots. per bushel; currants 8 ots. per Michael Jennis has resigned as
visited Sagamore Hill late yesterday
evening the opening day of Col. Mor
box.
dresser in the Yassalboro mill and rill’s big race meet at Central Maine
afternoon by appointment for a con
gone to a new field in search of work. Park was a great snooess both in the
ference with the president. The pre
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Simpson of
ideal weather and the fine quality' of
cise nature of bis mission is not dis
Boston were visiting Mr. and Mrs.
The pool room under the manage
closed, neither he nor the president
Henry Rice and family a few days ment and direction of Mr. John Dean racing witnessed by the large crowd
that
was
in
attendance.
caring
to discuss It; except lii general
last week.
will be open to the public Thursday
The starter for the races was Charles
and negative terms. Assunince was
evening, Aug. ISth.
given that the visit bad nothing to do
S. Dorritljy of Boston, Maine’s popu
Mr., George Fletcher of Clinton,
with the pending pence negotiations or
lar
favorite
in
the
bnsiness,
and
his
formerly grammar school teacher, was Mrs. Thomas Sedgwick and Mra H.
with the raising of money by a loan for
work
was
of
its
nsnal
high
order.
in the village Wednesday calling upon M. Hutchinson who have been so
leitber
Japan or Russia.
The judges for the day were Iwiah
his many friends.
Baron Kaneko chatted with appar
journing at Nortbport for 10 davs, B. Morrill of Brunswick, J. F. Pol
ent frankness about himself and about
returned home Friday evening.
lard of Benton and F, H. Bowdoln of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Seavey returned
the conditions of his country. “A
' Tuesday from Bridgton, their former
financial agent of Japan?” he repeated
Archie Simpson was in the village Monfde. The timers were C. L. Jen
in response to a suggested. "Oh, no,
home, whbre they have been visiting a couple of days last week returning kins of Anbnrn, J. M. Nichols of AnI
am not a financial expert. 1 am
gnsta
and
W.
H.
Geirisb
of
Unity.
rela lives for two weeks.
to his work in the Waterville dye
merely a man. of leisure stopping In
house for the beginning of this week. George E. Ball of Exeter was matshal
and was ably assisted by Carl Jones.
W. W. Knowlton, the village barhim this country because I enjoy being here.
The above cartoon was snggested to the artist by a remark
“This is a wonderful country and tho
ber, \yaB under the doctor’s care the
Mrs. Robert Ferran is visiting Y. C. Bowman of Pittsfield aoted as by a well known Democrat of this oity.
Americans are a wonderful people.
'
past 10 days, ending Saturday, when friends in Massachusetts this week, olerk.
Their firlendshlp will never be for
he resumed work once more.
part of the time at Clinton the re Tlie card for .the day comprised Laura B.. Bnrrill
.6 3 8 6 4 gotten by Japan; uo, not so long as the
1 2 2 Joker M., bg, Hudson
sun shall shlue. The noble work
mainder in Amesbnry where many of three events, the 2.27 stake, trot and Time.'83%, 1.09, 88)4, 1. 10,183)4, Hiram Wilkes, gr g, Bnrrill 1 1 dis
Thursday was the first clear day of her relatives reside.
pace for a |1000 pnise, the 2.28 class, 1.10%.
Hngo Wilkes, b g. Pottle
6 6 6 6diB President Roosevelt has done In tbt InLord Morrison, b g, Morri
trot and pace, T’nrse |200, and the 8
last week from Sunday. It annoyed
{terest of peace will be reineinbered al7 7 4 6dr ' ways. It Is the prayer of all of us
son
those that were getting in their hay Joe Miner who received the injury minute olass, trot and pace, pnrse
FRIDAY. ,
Crewn Dnohess, br m, Mothat his efforts may be crowned with
but other oDops received much benefit Saturday playing ball is as comfort t200.
dis
Coomb
Fine weather and a good program
auccess."
^
able
as
could
be
expected.
Seven
In the first event Argnenot was the
from the downpour.
Time: 2.20%, 2.24)4, 3.22%, 3.24)4
“What do you think of the posslbl*
teeth were dislodged and the lower winner, it taking four heats, however well oraried ont marked the second 3.29)4.
result of the peace negotiations?”'
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Varney, and jaw fractured. Dr. Hardy took him to deoide the contest. Second, third day of Col. Morrill’s race meet at 2.26 CLASS, TROT, PURSE 1300.
Kaneko was asked.
Central
Maine
Park,
Friday.
There
family, with Miss Emma McCurdy, to Waterville and had the assistance and fourth money was taken by Louise
"Doubt Is expressed whether the en
was^a fair crowd in attendance bat not Wilkes Boy, blk g, Sederoccupied the Shorey cottage at China of a dentist in dressing the wounds.
E,, Baby Girl and- Owassia respeot4 1 1
quist
voys can reach au agreement," he re
so
large
as
on
the
opening
day.
There
lake all last week, enjoying the br^ze
Willie J., oh g, Ralston
1 2 7
tively, the time being 2.1634, 2.19)4,
plied, cautiously. “The more I read:
were some excellent races, with Snip D., b g, Ryder
f
8J4 3
The lawn service at the M. E. 9.18)4, 2.17.
from its silent waters.
and hear of what Witte and Bato say.
2 3 2
several lively bmshes and sharp con Bonnallie, b s. Nelson
church Sunday evening was largely
the more puazled I become, I do not
The second race, the 2.28 class, was
Wanda oh m, Onmmiags
7 6 6
think anybody knowA"
L. Oscar Mayhen leaves No. Yas- attended. It reminded one of the a pretty contest but Bobby Wilkes tests and numerous exciting features Sally Mate, br m, Merrisalboro Aug. 28th. for Colorado to early days of Christianity when men was a little too fast for the rest of the apt of the ordinary to famish addi field
8 7 4 8 dr ^ "What Is ine feeling in Jai>an as tflf'
seek a new lease of life as his health bent their knee in prayer in the fields bnnoh and took the race In three tional interest for the speotatozs. Lonise S., oh m, 'Simpson 6 8 6 6 dr a continuance of the war?"
“Oh, I think there Is a little general
is very much impaired with no pros- before the ereotion of cathedrals or straight beats. Second money went The close and iWteresing nature of the Altona B., b m., Mitchell 6 5 8 8 dr
Time 2.36)4, 3.38)4. 3.a»)le. 2.34)4. eentlment'about it. Our people are not
races
of
the
day
can
be
gained
from
other
places
of
worship.
The
hymns
peots of improving in this clime.
to Hazlewood, Grey Bex getting third
2.26)4.
seriously concerned, being certain of
sonnded just as sweet under the open and Topeka fourth. The third heat the fact that it took 18 heats to deoide
the ultimate result. Of course we
In
the
evening
there
was
no
matinee
After loafinijt over four months it's canopy of heaven as do those under of“thi7mTe"w7sToneorThrprWi;;t
should like to have peace, but in Japan
racing,
but
quite
a
good
sized
oroVd
There
was
one
obange
in
the
officials
pillars
paintea
in
tints
of
go'd.
pretty tantalizing to have a man step
exhibitions of Jiorse railing ever seen
gathered to attend the conoert by the there are no people who desire peace
up and say, "well, old man, when are
in Maine, Bobby Wilkes being hard of the day before, Wallaoe H. Jewell Gorman company in front of the at any price. They are willing that the
Here is an exceptional case that is pressed all the way and there being a of Fairfield taking the plaoe of Iwiah
yon going on your vacation, and
war should go on, if necessary, and are
worthy of being treasured. I. P. lively and nnoertain straggle for R. Morrill as one of the jndges, and gs^nd stand.
prepared to tight It out. The Rus
where are yon going to spend it’’
sians, we are told, are too poor or toa
Bnrgess, who has served as clerk in second plaoe between Hazlewood and the evening matinee races were
Benjamin Sonoie, collector for the thb grocery bnsiuess for more th^n 26
proud to pay an Indemnity—the In
omitted. The second of the race
SATURDAY.
demnity Japan will ask.”
New TorK Metropolitan Insnrnaco Co., years, never had a day’s vacation. Topeka. The winning time was series of ball games was played be
Saturday
saw
the
close
of
Col.
Mor
“As much as a Mlllon dollars?" was
has retired on account of ill health. For one firm alone he worked 16 years 2.19)4.
tween Waterville and Fairfield and
rill’s big three days’ raoe meet at suggested.
He has been sojonrning at China Lake never getting a day off. .For the The 8 minute olass wm also a fine was won by the former.
“No, too poor to pay the Indemnity
for two weeks. His place, it is said, present firm be has worked ^6 mouths race to watch though liere again the The raoing began with the 3.20 Central Maine Park and it was a fit
Japan will ask,” insisted Kaneko.
victory
was
won
in
three
straight
ting
and
sensational
end
to
a
big
and
will be filled by Charles Bragg.
and not a day off and the beanty of heats, Col. Noyes being the trotter to stake, trot and pace, parse $1000,
eminently snooessful tnrf event in "But nobody but the envoys caff teli
the thing is he says he don't want do the triok,the best time being 2.23%. wbiob was won by Eidd, Merrifleld,
indemnity Japan wilt demand.
Maine. The Free-for-all raoe resulted what
Mr. and Mrs. John Averill and any.
in
three
straight
heats
in
a
hotly
oouI
do
not
know and know nobody whci,
Will Paioh was second all three heats
in the track record being three times does.”
daughter, and Mr. and Mrs. Aldnzo
tested
raoe.
There
was
a
fierce
figlit
Priest and daughter go to Pemaonid
Michael Herbert received the'!~wd and the other positions were well for second money also, which was smashed, the fast tiifie of Terrell S.
“Wbat Is the latest you have heard
Thursday for a two weeks’ vacation. intelligence Thursday evening that mixed, Barbara L. which finished finally taken by Qoldiiuder Boy, with last season, establishing the track from Japan?”
“Japan Is progressing every day,”
They will rent the cottage owned his nephew, Johnny Cnnuingham of fonrth in the first being drawn at its Dyspepsia Care, Gilman of Water mark at 2.18%, being lowered to
by Josiah Evans of Billerioav'Mass.
Amesbury, Mass., was dead. He close. 'The money went as follows: ville, third and Stratlibelle fourth. 2.12% by Roan Wilkes, then to 2.12)4, was tho reply. “The country shows
and finally to 2.11 by Bishop in the little, If any, evidence of the war.
passed away in Colorado where he Col. Noyes first, Will Patch second,
Business is prosperous, the people are
H. M. Hutchinson is about to install went several months ago in the hope | Bernnette third and Millly Wilkes Only four horses started in the race. fonrth and last lieat of the race.
The best time was 2.18)4.
going on attending to their usual af
a new lighting plant of the Idlest in to regain in that olime bis lost fourth. ■
The second nnmber on the card Though the Free-fo^-all raoe was the fairs and there has been no fulling off
vention BO as to do away with the use health. But evidently it was not to
event of the meet all the races of in either domestic or foreign trade.
The following is the summary of was the 2.36 olass, trot and pace, and I..star
^ .
,
,,
■of kerosene entirely. From his plant be. He is survived hr a father and the three excellent races:
fine and New business enterprises and Indus
the race was a close oue, five heats .....
,
^
:
he intends to Tight three or more other several sisters. He wfts born in .this
it
is
the
nnanimuns
opinion
that a tries are being launched and the combuildings. The machine is expected village some 80 years ago.
23.7 TROT AND PACE, PU^E being neoessary to settle the winner. finer field of trotters has never been inercinl entlinsiasin of the people can
The
first
two
were
taken
by
Hiram
to arrive within a few days.
$1000.
seen on any one oooasiou on a Maine not be restrained. An observer could
Wilxes and the last three by Topeka.
Argnenot,
b
m,
Cox
1 6 1
track than tliat whioli partioipaled in not tell from any exterior evidence
Now for the Camp Benson annual
8 1 4 Hiram Wilkes was distanoed in the the races during tlie tliree days of this that the country was engaged in a
Those who complain abont not get pilgrimage and field day of the United Lonise £., b** m, Lockwood
third heat owing to a mishap. Lord
Girl, oh m. Southard
6 8 3
great war. The people manifest little
ting the village news are themselves Order of the Golden Cross of Central Baby
Owassia, br m. Titer
iA 2
Morrisonf^as drawn in the last heat meet.
or no anxiety for news from the bat
to blame. Let them sabscribe for the Maine at Lake Sebastioook, Thursday, Frank O., Chase
Colonel
Morrill
is
uatnraily
highly
6 6 dr
tlefields, because they have no possible
only paper that gives it to them tinre Aug. 10th. The members of ^Yassal- Fernando, hlk s, Greeley
2 2 dis ana only five of the seven starters gratified at the result and is loud in doubt of the result of the coiitllct. No
finished
in
the
raoe.
The
money
went
and unadulterated, viz The Waterville boro Lodge are making preparations Time: 3.16)4, 3.19)4, 3.18)4, 3.17.
his praise of tlie Central Maine Fair body In Japan bus lost either his bead
Mail with the correspondent’s name to be present in oousiderable numbers 2.28 TROT AND PACE, PURSE. as follows: Topeka, the only trotter Association, the people of Central or his sleep over the war."
in
the
race,
S.
B.,
Payline
and
Joker
signed to all oommnuioations.
1200.
Baron Kaneko expressed a desire to
Maine for their patropage, and tlie
weather permitting. Fare 'from Wa
M. The best time was 2.22%.
loyal snnport given liifE^y tlie horse meet Witte, the chief envoy of the Rus
terville and return 76 otp. ohildren 60. Bobby Wilkes, cii g, Gentbner 1 1 1
The final event was the 2.26 trot,
3 2 2
men in entering their animals from sian emperor. The baron is a dapper
h m, Yinjug
Yassalboro Oommandery, No. 431, Train leaves Waterville 7 a.m. for j
wbiob proved to he a very interesting
Grey
Rex,
er
tr,
Ryder
2
4
4
a wide seotiou. Nothing but warm and diminutive nuin and be indicated
of the United Order of the Golden Newport retnrning leaves Camp Ben Topeka oh g, Haydeu'
that he knew something of the size of
6 3 3 ooDtest.s There were eight startres
commendation
was heard on every Witte by trying to reach high lu tba
Cross will give ^ entertainment on son for Newport and Waterville 6.16 Nelsonita, cb m- Bartlett
4 6 6 in the raoe though only seven names
hand for starter Dorritby for the ad air above his head for a measure of tba
Bobert Y., blk. s, Cool
next Saturday evening at their hall to p.m.
6 7 7
Harvard, b g, Burrill
7 6 6 appeared on the soure card. Starter mirable way he handled tlie raoes height of the Russian. He does not
members and invited guests. loe
Bly, b m, Webb
8 8 dr Dorritby explained that Louise S. was throughout, and the otlier officers expect to attend the peace cotiferenca
cream, oake and lemonade will be on
How time flies) Yet, it’s memory Nellie
Time: 2.19)4, 2.20)4. 2.19)4.
entered for this raoe by O. H. Simp
were also given dne appreciation for at Portsmouth, even a« a spectator.
sale, 10 ots. admits to all. Let there does not pass away. Forty years ago
son of Waterville bat that by some
800.
TBQT
AND
PACE.
PUBSE
$200.
the excellent manner in whioh they LOVERS PARTED BY DEATH.
be a good attendance.
Na Yassalboro was known thronghont
mistake ber name was not printed on
New England as the home of fast Colonel Noyes, br m, Morrison 1 1 1 the oard, and the mare waa allowed performed their duties. The series of
Melvin Hntobinson, son of the vil horses. General Knox, that famons Will Fatob, FoWler
9 9 9
ball games between Waterville and
Andover, Masa, Aug. 8.—Minnie
8 8 6 start. She was however, drawn at Fairfield drew good orowds eauh day Cabalne, a domestic, aged 23, was
lage drnggiat, met with an aooident stallion owned by Thomas 8. Lang Bernnette, b'm. Kennedy
Wilkes, gr m, HiMer
6 4 8 the end of the fourth beat as she is
and Instantly killed by a train
Saturday m bis father’s store which was the pride of the villagora Where- Milly
Carrie Pointer, br m, SniaU
8 6 4 only a tbree-year-old and was in and were a strong feature in the en •truck
will sadly disoomnode him for some ever he trotted, if wishin a distance Lady Glen, ro mi Bnrrill
66 dr pretty fast company in this class. joyment of the raoing event, tbongh while crossing a railroad tyck last
time. While in the aot of pouring oil of 10 to 90 miles there No. Vassal- Barbara L., br m, Dnstln
4 dr
considerable adverse oritiolsm wm jidgbt In company with Jamea Onrry.
The
raoe
took
five
beats
and
wm won
whom she was engaged to be mar
Time:
9.98)4.
3.96%.
9.98%
on the store floor preparatory to oiU hbr<2,’s sons were fonnd wallet In hand
heard over the obanging of the dia to
ried. Gurry was also, struck by the
by. Wilkes Boy, with Willie J. second.
4Qg it, he dropped the bottle breaking ready to aooept all obaUenges. Odds
mond over so near the judges’ stand, jlocomotlve, but aacaped with a broken
Snip D. third and Bonnallie fourth.
it. In order to save part of the oU he were always placed on their favorite
M the noise and rooting greatly inter arm.
grabbea the bettle, onttlng the oord as that Uilia all the way bets.oonid be In the eyonlng there were two half 4>t the special request of OoL Morrllj fered with the aconraoy and oonO. H. Nelson trotted Bonnallie, the
IMPRISONED AND DROWNED.'
between the thumb and finger,
plaobd. Lang's health tailed and be mile matinee raoes, a free-for-aU with son of the famons Nelson, in this raoe venlenoe of tboM oondooting the
two
atarten,
Oeleten
Qneen
and
Dart,
tor Mabry dressed the injur.
* went to Paris, France, for • year.
raoes.
Boston, Aug. 8<—Imprlaoned In the
and the borse did well, considering
A pleasant feature of the laoee engine compartment oC a crane, wblch
The.wrlter well remembers bOis retmn and a 9.90 olass with two startprs. be*hM not trotted mnob for some
Satorday wm an exhibition of ICaine's fall overboard from a wbarf at tbo
AU one oan hear spoken of in this that September evening, 1867, his Faith M., and Laura B.
time, and took fourth money. The
viUage is eleotrios, eleotrioe. Oh I for reoeption, the band playing the oon- The raoee proved Intereating and best time wm 9.98)4. The following famons old trotter. Nelson, wbloh aavy yard, George W., Dixon met
WM onoe the admiration of the world death by drowning. Robert Bnasell,
the joyfol eoind of their rumbling qnering hero oomes, the banquet tbm was a good attendanoe. Ilbe Is the sutimary:
for bis speed aeblevement. The line another workman In the crane, barely
along the bighwar- The villagers are spread at bis residence—all are as flrat raoe waa the free-for-i^ and waa
impatient for their atrivnl. The posin the mirror of onr mind as won by Gtoleten ’Qneen, tlase 1.06. 9.90 STAKE, TBOT AND PACE, old horse wm driven along the stretob escaped with hta life after a battle of
PUBSE $1000.
by bis owner, C. H. Nelson, and several minutes beneath the surface.
eibilltiae attached to their oomlng If transaoted ba( yesterday. Lang’s The 9.90 olaas wne captured by Faith
M,in
the
two
laet
heat^f’'
s
BOLD OLEO FOR DUTTEB.
oiakes the sjilngLoalnmn tingle with parting with the king of the tiuf wan
1 1 1 showed bis style and paoes m la the
Kidd, b g, Mesrifisld
4 9 9 brave old days of his trotting career.
Sloe. The evenings are the only time a sad blow- It sonnded tbo death The Jndgee were Fred Pollard, Qoldflnder Boy, b g, Goddard
984
Philadelphia, Aug.
8.—Thomas
The Free-for-kll saoe took four heats
4he workmen have a ehanoe to In knell of borse breeding and tfottlDg Frank Bowflen and eiartar 9orrltby; Dyspepsia Onre, ir m, Gilman
StndhbeUe, b m. Home
8 4 8 to deoide the winner an every one Brady, a butter dealer of this city who
dulge in pleasure. They oan get. to in this Tillage. The famons trotter tlmere, Johh MofMUonddy and O. L.
Time: 9.18)4, 3.18)4, 9.18)4.
has been supplying butter to the League
Waterville bjr train bat no way to .re- finally fell Into the bands of Bobert Jenkins. The sunmary le an follows: A 96 CLASS, TBOT AND PACE, WM a fHt and pretty exhibition of pisfand navy yard, baa been arrested,
9 1 1
trotting. Bonn Wilkes took the first charged with selling colored oleo
turn except widk or pay ont a day’s Bonner of New Torn oity, who took OeleMn Qneen, Oenthher
PUBSE, $900,
Bolmea
9 1 9
beat, with the Bishop, Deolmal Dean margarine for butter, aa a result of an
^aflos for a team. It flOM not seem him to bis private stable,withdrawing Dnrt,
Time, 99, 1.06, 94)4. 1.07%, 84)4. TopeluL oh J, Bnyden
8 4 111
possible that the bappy hour oan be him from the ^blio gam,as he never 1.07.
favestlgatloD of the butter used at tke
S. B., nw. Bowman
499 99
Mvy yards.
Faith M,. Byder
tnooh longer pottpaoeC
(after trottad in pnbUo.
9 1 1 Inline, nlkg, Clark
96688
CeallaasdoB lastpofs

TRACK RECORD BROKEN.
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reached the million dollar point isn’t
A petition and an accompanying
to Eastern avenue.
Going westerly from the station a it time to call a halt” In oonoluiion order for a concrete sidewalk on the
10-iuoh pipe extends to the Bangeway
east side of Silver street between the
and 6-inoh pipes go down Cool street he said:
land of Mrs. W. B. Arnold and Bed“Let
ns
arrive
at
this
matter
in
a
to the hollow and out Oakland street
considered.
nearly to the end.
business-like way. If von spend $3000 tngton street, were
Going southerly from the corner of or more for new hydrants yon must Alderman Davian moved that they be
Western avenue and Silver street a 13in oh pipe runs down Silver street to remember that yon have no taxes com referred to the committee on new side
Gold street, down Gold street to ing to you from the district. Don’t walks with power to act. Alderman
Water with a branch leading down take on 60 new hydrants or one new Goodrich pointed out that the side
King and Pine stneets to Grove street hydrant without carefnily consider- walk appropriation is 'now overdrawn.
wiiOTe the present six inch pipe ends
while there is an eight inch connec iug the matter through a committee The motion was lost on a party vote
the mayor deciding the tie. The
tion through King street to Water and of vonr honorabie body.”
another through Siierwin street. An
Mr. Eaton—-“It would be imirassible order and petition were then simply
eight inch line is going down Temple for me to discuss the subject matter referred to the committee.
street from Main to the Head of the
The following orders originating in
City Needs More Hydrants—Role of Falls couneoting, of course, with the raised by the distinguished gentleman
winchester riAes are not the choice of any one special class, but of all
who has addressed yon, as I have not the common council were considered
Front
street
line
where
it
crosses
and
Accounts Passed—Little Other Busi
intelligent sportsmen who go to the woods, the plains, or the mountains
anotheir eight inch pipe will connect come here prepared to do so. But I by the aldermen: for Ailing the holes
n quest of game. They are designed to handle all calibers and types of
ness Transacted.
the Main and Front street lines may say that the matter is now left around the crosswalks in Water street,
cartridges, to meet the requirements of all kinds of shooting, and can always
through Common street.
bo counted on to shoot where they are pointed when the trigger is pulled.
About three miles of 8, 10 and with you. So far as concerns the con passed in concurrence; for a short con
Winchester riAes and Winchester cartridges are made for one another.
13 iqch mains are being laid in Wins tracts for water service we have crete walk in front of the Oath olio
FREE: Send name and address on a postal card tor oar large lllastrated eatalogae.
'
church,
referred
to
the
committee
on
‘.Tlie chief hnsiiieBS before the Water- low, wliile a 13 innli pipe extends changed qoue of those in existence at
WINOHKSTER RBPEATINa ARMS OO.,
•
•
NEW HAVXN, OONN.
ville city Rovernment last evening from the reservoir line tlirough Drum the time we took over the property new sidewalks; for a 83-oandle power
avenue. Railroad, High and
light on Edwards street, passed in
•was the consideration of the statement mond
Bridge streets to tlie heart of FairAeld of the old company.”
Mr. Davis suggested that the hy concurrence.
of the Kennebec Water District on the village and an eight inch pipe crosses
The bond of the New England Tele
present condition and the need of the the bridge to Benton and runs through drant reutal should not be high as
had been estimated, and Mr. Eaton phone & Telegraph Oo. for the pro
city in the matter of’ fire protection. tlie streets of that village.
This constitutes, almost a rebuild
tection of the city while the telephone
The statement was received in joint ing of the whole plant and with the remarked:
convention of the aldermen and com China Lake pipe line involves a “If the water district is not now conduits are being laid was referred
mon oonnoil. There was a large at greater outlay than the original cost self-sustaining how can it furnish ad to the nnanoe committee, the aiderditional hydrant service for nothing?” men being in session as municipal Pattern For Girl's Surplice Cos
tendance 'of l>-adiug citizens, extra o^ construction.
To make this extension and enlarge Mr. Davis—“as well as the district officers.
'
chairs being brought in for their ac ment
of the pipe system fully avail
tume Designed by Martha
commodation. The statement was able for Are protection more hydrants can afford to pay $36,000 for legal ser A petition for a merry-go-round on
Dean—No. 4646
Summer street was referred to the
presented by Harvey D. Eaton, Esq., are needed.
vices. ”
Nothing
could
be more attractive for
Take,
for
instance.
Colonel
Leigh
Mr. Eaton—“I am sorry that the committee on licenses with power to
counsel for the District. Wlien the
property, the shirt factory, pay distiugnished gentleman is getting act.
everyday or Sunday wear than this model
reading of the statement was com ton’s
ing a tax of over $900. - To reach a
The mayor nominated Lingan W. shown here. The model Is one or the nev/pleted, several questions were asked Are in the north end of that factory personal. ”
est, and one might think at first glance
Jewett
and Homer O. Proctor, special that It would be hard to make, but It Is
Mr. Davis: “YOur honor, I do not
bv the mayor and Alderman Davies would take'a line of hose from 600 to
police officers and the nominations the very opposite. The broad platted por
and the mayor then asked if there 800 feet long. The nearest hydrant is intend anything of the sort.”
Main street opposite Mr. Haines’
were
oonArmed by the aldermen.
' tion crossed in surplice effect Is simply
Mr.
Eaton;
“I
would
state
that
were any questions the citizens on
lionse. The next nearest is down on
present wishod to ask. Ex-mavor Front street while the third is up by the district has made no contracts for The order for a joint convention laid in deep tucks and then sewed to the
Davis, who evidently came \)repared the General Smith house on Main hydrant service with the city of Wa- was passed at this point, and the outside portion of the blouse. The sleeve
terville. They can have any number hearing on the statement of the Ken- Is the new leg o' mutton style, with plaits
to discuss tlie maHer, asked if the street.
Take for another instance the city’s
at the lower edge. The skirt Is in seven
treasurer had any finauo'.al statement own splendid building, tlie Myrtle and out them off the minute they nebec Water District was held.
gores, with underplaits at each seam.
At the conclusion of the hearing These underplaits are extensions of the
to mase concerning the District for street shoolhouse which cost $14,000 want to. Yon can take 30 hydrants
and
could
not
be
replaced
for
less
or Ave aud cut them off at any time both boards resumed their separate gores, and it is a very simple matter to
the boneht of tliose preB'3nt and flien
followed with an addre.ss of some than $30,000. To reach a Are in that , you wish. We are not coming here sessions. The lower board amended seam the skirt and then lay the extra
building from the nearest hydrant this
lengtii. After tlie joint convention side would take 1600 or 1600 teet of asking you for any contract; we are the vote whereby the petitions for width In plaits. For a smart new design
that Is a combination of new Ideas in both
was dissolved tiie mayor and seven hose and if the Aremeu slionld drive simply presenting to yon the condi the lowering of Grove street hill was blouse and skirt this Is a good model to
wliom iie may appoint were authorized up to the nearest one beyond and then tion of affairs in the district. You referred to the committee on streets, follow and will be aa pretty In a cashto loos into the matter of improved come back they would still need 700 can take them when yon want them, by adding the words, “with "power mere, challie or pongee as in gingham,
to 800 feet of hose. These two hy
Are protection for the city and report drants-are on College avenue 1360 feet keep them as long as you want them, to act. ” There was some argument linen or madras. Sizes, 12, 14, 16 years."
at ai c'.lier regular or siiecial meeting. apart wliile the schoolhouse is nearly and cut them off when you want to.” between Alderman Goodrich and
DIRECTIONS FOR ORDERING
Mr. Davis again asserted his oonA Alderman Barton, and the aldermen
The joint convention was called to 600 feet westerly from that street.
Send
10 cents to this office, give number
order at 8.67. The mayor announced Further up on College avenue there denoe in the integrity of the com Anally voted to recede and concur in of this pattern.
No. 4G4C, and state size de
are interval's of 1600 leet between hy
the purpose of tlie session and called drants while the space is well Ailed missioners, and his interest in the the action of the lower board. Mayor sired. It will then be Kent to you by mall
welfare of the city. The joint ses Furinton announced that he should postpaid. Be sure to write plainly and al
upon Dr. Frederick O. Thayer, presi w’tli good residences.
These instances are t.ypical of con sion then dissolved.
veto the action, and would present his ways give full address. Several days must
dent of the Kennebec Water District.
be allowed for delivery of pattern.
ditions all over the city.
reasons at the next meeting.
Dr. Thayer said;
In tact it can not well be otherwise
The
order
for
macadamizing
College
“The Kennebec Water District has with only 73 hydrants on over 30
The meeting of the boards was
reached that progress in its work miles of street, an average of about called to order at 8.13, with all the avenue was held up in the common
^ when tlie trustees feel that the city three and one-half to the mile tliough aldermdi^ present except Alderman oonnoil by some misnnderstadiug, and
there are more in some sections in
Aldermen Gove and Goodrich were
council of Waterville should be ap as
other EPCti'^ns the intervals are oer- Noyes, (galled away by the critical ill appointed a committee of conference.
The Pattern Department, Evening Mail 0£3oe.
prised of what is needed for Are pro respondingly greater.
ness of his brother. The records of
The
tangle
straightened
out,
the
tection. Mr. Eaton, the counsel of But the most horrible possibilities the previous meeting were read by
For the 10 cents inclosed please send pattern'to the
order uas passed by the ' common
the district, is here to give such in are found on the Plains. There is a Oity Clerk, John E. Nelson.
following
address:
hydrant
on
Water
street
at
the
foot
council in concurrence.
formation to your honorable body.”
of Sherwiu. The next is below Gold The roll of accounts, amounting to Both boards adjourned at 10.30 p.m.
Pattern No...................................
The following is an abstract of the street a quarter of a mile away. Two $80,783.89 was read and jiassed as fol
statement, which was then read by more hydrants on Water street and lows:
SIZE.........................
one on Grove street complete the list Carnegie Library
Mr. Eaton:
$
479
83
SLEEPLESSNESS.
You
can’t
NAME................................ ............. .
on that line and the line at present is
101 98 sleep in the stillest night, if your
To the mayor and gentlemen of the six moll pipe naerly a mile long and City Hall expense
1433
69
Common
Schools
digestion
is
bad.
Take
Hood’s
Sar
ADDBESS....................................................
city council;
running to a dead end.
740 00 saparilla—it strengthens the stomach
Conpons
These
people
are
contributing
their
The prevention and extinguishment full share to the life and posperity of Current expense
OITY AND STATE.....................................................
313 76 aud establishes that condition in
of Ares has been an important munici the
369 86 which sleep regularly comes and is
Fire Department
city
and
are
entitled,
we
believe,
pal function from time immemorial.
368 36 sweet and refresliing.
to ample protection. The saving they High School
In most small towns tiiese water could
676 79
Interest
NOTE—All patterns are mailed direct to subscribers from New York,
make
on
insurance
rates
is
systems were not built by the public worth thinking of but that is a mere Interest bearing notes
20,600 00
i
It
takes
four or Ave days from the time the order is received before the patand designed primarily for the best triAe compared with averting the Misoellaneons
433 47
CAUSE
SOME
EXCITEMENT.
'
tern
will
reach yonr address.
public service but were built and
3840 66
consequences of a general con- New Sidewalks
owned by private companies with an awful
exOpera
House
income
and
Aagration.
eye single to revenue only.
149 04
pense
In a general way it may be said
Here in Waterville conditions were that
20 00
Parks
Mr.
Metcalf’s
plans
for
the
pipe
Thursday Evening.
typical of those generally prevailing system now being built are somewhat Police Denartment
643 66
in towns of its size. To some extent less extensive than those recommended PrinMng
36 00
The police department was mnoh
good Are service was secured. But by Mr. Hill and Mr. Freeman. He Sewers
667 83
the impurity of the water constituted has advised ns that in bis judgment Street Department
1316 06 occupied Thursday night in running
an awful menace to the health of tlie
617 28 down insane women. Two deputies
additional hydrants ought to be set Support of Poor
community. The supply had been 66
in
Waterville.
taken from the nearest and cheapest
Total
$30,783 89 from PittsAeld were in the oity
dnring the day looking after a ydnug
source, the Messalonskee at OromAt the conclusion of Mr. Eaton’s
Tlie committee on new streets re woman who had escaped from her
mett’s Mills, and tlie mud of Tobey remarks, Alderman "Davies asked if
■tream combined with tlie sewage of the hydrant rental would be at the ported that the petition of S. 0. people iu that village aud who is
Oakland to endanger life and health
Goodwin and others for the extension |
^d offend every sense that man pos rate of $30 per hydrant per year. Mr. of Abbott street to May street onglit j known to be sensationally insane at
times. The oity marshal hunted over
Eaton replied that the present hydrant
sesses.
These conditions together with rates are ver.v low while the rates for to be granted and tliat they had laid | the oity, hearing from the woman iu
growtii of the general sentiment for domestic pervice are comparatively out the street, assessing no land i different sections but always missing
municipal ownership of public water
damages. On <motion of Alderman j' her when he went where she was ret
systems led to tlie adoption of the high, aud that it is the purpose of Davies the report was accepted.
I ported to be. The police
Kennebec Water District charter.
the district to reduce the domestic
After that result was announced we rates Arst. “It should be remem The ways known as Bussell strefiti {formed at 1.30
1.80 this morning that the
began investigating tiie plant. Mr. bered,” he said, “that the city is al running off Western avenue, and , ^oman had taken pnllman tram 71 for
■^illiam R. Hill, Chief Engineer to
the New York Aqueduct Commission ready receiving without any charge Francis street, running from Bussell j Bangqc. A telephoue message was
j.|,e pittsAeld authorities and
was Arst engaged for that work. Mr. whatever water for all its public were reported from the committee on
woman was taken from the train
Hill in one of our Arst conferences buildings^ aud for Aushing sewers. new streets as having been laid out j
said that we iiotild probably And the Fair rates tor tins free service would by the committee, no land damages i
gfatiou.
system utterly insuAioieiit to meet
having
been
assessed.
On
motion
of
|
Tpe
police
were also called to
^onut
to
uearlv
$4000
per
year.
the demand that would be made upon
Alderman
Gove
the
report
of
tJiaooiH-street
Thursday
evening
it in case of a large Are.
These consideiations apply to the city
He reooiiimeuded that the system be in its corporate capacity, but it mittee was accepted.
i ^imre a woman was said to be acting
enlarged substantially as is now being should also be remembered that The joint committee on Are depart-, gtrangelv, with a number of small
done, tliough somewhat more exten
sively, and estimated the cost at $143,- oirizens of the ditsrict have had a meut reported that 1000 feet of new oiijldreu. She was found to be a
876. This, lie said, was iiecesrary in very substantial reduction in'their hose should be purchased tor the use ^ ^oman who lives on Kennebec street
jg ^ regular employe of the
order to render tlie system reasonably rates in the relief.troin buying spring of the department. The report was ;
‘efficient to meet the demands that water. In my oWii family that accepted on motion of Alderman Gove. { Look wood Oo. She was taken to the
might be made upon it at any mo
A petition for a net? street beyond station but as'frieuds called for ^ler
ment. His plans were for the entiie amoniKOd to about $30 per year and
the
Charles Bodman homestead was aud promised to take good care of her
district iiiolndiug Waterville, Falr- throughout the whole district to near
referred to the committee on new she was allowed to go with them.
Aeld, Benton and Winslow.
ly $10,000 per year.”
For Waterville alone he recommend
Ex-Mayor Oryns W. Davis rose to streets.
ed 60 to 70 hydrants.
A petition of the Tioonio National
Tills testimony was corroborated by his feet when the mayor asked if any
Mr. John B. Freeman, recognized as citizens desired to ask any questions, Bank for a new sewer in the rear of
the Arst authority in the country on and asked if the treasurer, whom he the bank building was referred to the
the subject of water works, Mr. Qorcommittee on sewers with power to
The Dock ash grate used in the Quaker Range,s
bam Dana, a Are insurance engineer noticed was present, had any state act.
in the employ of the insnranpe com ment to present. Mr. Boutelle, the
makes cooking a pieasure.
Petitions were received from oltipanies, and Colonel W. A. B. Bootb- treasurer, replied;
zens asking that the proposition of
by, who explained the increase of
danger of Are because of the greater “Thave no Agures with me; I was the Waterville & FairAeld Bailway
height and a^oe oovered by the build- not aware that they would be called & Light Oo. to lower the Grove street
Inga.
*
for at this session.' ’
hill so that the oars of the oompany

AUGUST MEETING.

City GoTernmeDt Hears Statement From
Kennebec Water District.

FIRE PROTECTION THEME.

Rifles For All Kinds of Hunting.

NEW YORli FASHIONS

QUAKER RANGES

J

I Like Coffee

The trustees gave long and careful
consideration to this subject and
Anally deoided that it was the plain
duty of the Distrlot to its oitizens to
provide the additional pipe oapaoity
recommended. Plans are herewith
snbmitted showing the work in pro
gress and tne recommendations of our
engineer.
X praotioally new and mnob en
larged pnmj^ng station Ima 'been
built and a steam power pump with
the necessary boilers and all ohter
appurtenances has been installed.
Starting from the station a new 16Inoh main is being laid on. Western
avenue to Silver street, 14-lnoh op
Silver to Main, l»-inoh tbroogb
Charles and Temple to toln and 18Inob up Msdn sbrougb Chaplin and
Tioonio streets,' Drummond avenue
and the Libby addition to the reser
voir t>ipe in Northern Fbrk ft^t.
Short lines of 8-inoh pipe extend turn
College avenue up Mynw ■*>!••* ‘*9 ***•
•oho^onseand down Collins street

”1 want to say,” continued Mr.
Davis, "that any comments in which
1 may indulge ore not to reAect in the
slightest degree on any member of the
commission having in charge the
work of the Kennebec Water District.
1 have no question os to the integrity
of any member of that commission,
but I must say that 1 am surprised
that you do not, os soon os the op
portunity arises, see where you ore at
in this matter. ”
”We have oonAdenoe in onr beard
of trustees, ” said Mayor Porinton.
” OonAdenoe is all right, but I be
lieve in the referendom priniople,”
said Mr. Davis. He then adduced
Agures to show that the cost of the
operations op to the present fve $916,esS.dSond nrged, “When yon have

may be ran to Silver street, was re
ferred to the oommlttee on streets. •
On motion of Alderman Davies the
mayor and city treasurer were au
thorized to give the notes of the oity
for the sum of $80,000 to meet several
notes due this month, which will
later be oovered by the recent bond
issue.
An order was introduced by Aiderman Davies that ^e oommlttee on
streets be authorised to redeive bids
for the sole of the Rravel pit at the
corner of Drummond avenue and High
street, and report at the September
meeting. The order was passed.
An order introdooed by Alderman
GkMdrIoh was passed onthorising the
oity treasurer to pay the olalm of
Fred H. Thomas against the oity.

Lawry Bros, pairfiew
Proctor & Bowie Co.
' »End of Winslow Bridge.
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THE CHINESE TREATY I
Wn Ting Fang Will Direct
Exclusion Negotiations.

PERHAPS BACKING BOYCOTT.
The Anti-Foreign Feeling Has a
Threatening Look.

Washington, Aug. 5.—Authentic In
formation has come 1# the administra
tion that Wu Ting Fang, the former
Chinese minister to this country, has
been put In sole charge of the negotia
tions looking to the renewal of the ex
clusion treaty between this country
and China. His authority Is reported
to l>e direct from the throne, and in
the treaty negotiations he Is for the
time being the superior of Sir Chentuug Liang Cheng, the present Chinese
minister.
It has been previously Intimated in
dispatches from the east that Wu
Ting Fang was behind the present
bo.vcott movement, and was Interested
in fomenting a commercial discord
that would redound to the benelit of
China when a new treaty was signed.
His ruse, if such It be, is apparently
in a fair way to succeed.
The present situation Is undoubtedly
causing the administration some active
concern. Reliable reports have reached
here from China that the movement
against Americans Is spreading, and
that an ugly rancor against Americans
personally Is being, brought Into ex
istence through the distribution of Intlaminatory placards and handbills^ In
the vicinity of Canton, picturing China
men being pursued and maltreated by
mobs of Americans.
These reports are borne out by the
dispatches the other day telling how
an attache at one of our consulates had
been molested on the streets by a lot
of coolies. It Is realized' that if this
feeling grows and Is allowed to spread
unchecked a smouldering race hatred
may be fanned into a flame and serious
consequences follow. Officers of the
government, charged with the duty, are
extremely desirous of preventingany
overt act that might bring on serious
diplomatic trouble and perhaps blood
shed.
The Indignities to which some edu
cated Chinamen have been subjected
in crossing our bordtrs have been
widely exaggerated. In China, and the
stories used to Inflame the minds of the
lower classes of the people.
The active and Important part that
Wu Is playing in the present situation
has been received with much Inten'st.
If the administration kno.w8 just how
far the present movement has gone,
ho-w rapidly it Is sprea'ilng, and! how
far W'u is prepared to go to accom
plish his ends, the information Is with
held. The former minister Is a clever
diplomat and knows this countr.y bet
ter. perhaps, than any of his countrj’men. Since reports have reached here
that he was directing the treaty nego
tiations each development In the boy
cott situation has been scrutinized
with the keenest Interest.
A FRUITLESS MISSION.

WAS IN PRINTINO FIRM.

A DOUBLE LYNCHING.

Congressman Littlcfleld’i Embarrassing
Eiperieno^
Oougressman Litftefleld tells of
“bad quarter of an hour’’ he recently
experienced in New York, and as
time wears on he enjoys telling about
it, wbiob was not the case at first by
any means. It was on Memorial Day,
and on his way home from Washing
ton, accompanied by his wife. They
stopped over in New York for a few
hours, and, having completed their
shopping or business or whatever it
was, they stepped into a restaurant
for a light Inuoh before going to take
their train. When they had finished,
and the waiter had presented a oheok
for 60 oents, Mr. Littlefield felt for
his pooketbook. It was gone and not
a cent did either of them have. He
tried to telephone to friends w^ose
places of business were in that seotion
of the olty, but it was a pnblin holi
day and none of them were in. He
told the oasliier his sitnation, ex
plained who he was and how he oame
to be there without money. The
cashier was glad to see him, etc.
But that made no aifllerenoe—he
wonld charge no more on that aooount; the Innohes were 60 cents and
hurry up, please. Mr. LittleUeld
offered to leave his watch as security,
but the cashier had no nse for it and
wanted the ohange. Finally, leaving
Mrs. Littlefield as seonrity dnriug
his temporary ansenoe, he went out
and found a pawn broker and spouted
hi8,x|ilnable gold watoh for $10, and
olearefl. up the difflonlty. Fortunate
ly, the’ railroad tickets were safe
a^d''tbey goi home without further
Later on Mr. Littlefield
Lynn. Girl Is Abducted and Carried adventqr'e.
reoeivdiUhis pooketbook and its con
Off Into Woods.
tents intact, it having been found by
Lynn, Mass., Aug. 5.—-Fully 200 men a New Jersey man in the oar, and
to the address found with
have been scouring the Lynh woods In returner]
it.—Kennebeo Journal.

search of the unknown man who car
ried off Mildred' Brown yesterday af
ternoon. Not a trace of the girl or her
abductor has been found,, and a tragedy
la feared. The case is one oif the most
seusatloiial In the hlstoiy of Lynn, and
if the man is found there may be a
lynching.
The Brown girl, who, though only 14,
is quite large for her age, was on her
way to Pine Grove cemetery with a
companion. Cecil Velvin, a girl about a
year younger. They carried some
flowers to place on the grave of a mem
ber of the family of one of the girlsX
In passing through the edge of the
woods near the cemetery they passed
a young man who Immediately started
in pursuit of them. The girl® hap
pened to separate, one running one
way and one the other. The Vehdn
girl saw that the unknown man fol
lowed Mildred Brown, and! her last
glimpse of them sihowed. that the man
had' almost caught up with the girl.
As soon as the fact® became known a
posse started out to^search the woods.
But the girl and her abductor seemed
to have vanlsbed completely and all
Efforts of the pursuers were baffled,
TA'i'T REACHES M-ANILA.

New York, Aug. 6.—R. G. Dun &
Co.’s Weekly Review of Trade says
that business continues to expand In a
wholesome manner that promises well
for the future. Consumption of com
modities Is liberal, necessitating con
stant replenishment of stocks, yet
there Is little speculative Inflation oi
o^'her artificial factor to menace the
permanence of progr^-_

Hntlleaburg, Miss., Aug. B.—Ed- NO CLUE aX> MISS TUCKER,
"■nrd Lewis and Kid George^ negroes,
Were lynched' here last night by a mob.
Rochester,' N. H., Aug. B.—There is
Ihe men were charged' with being ac •till no clue as to tbe whereabouts of
cessories to the murder of a convict Miss Tucker, the missing Providence
euard yesterday,.
•choolteacber. The sldrt and shoes
murderer

a

suicide.

Charleroi. Pa., Aug. B.-Mlto Sep
sear, the murderer of his etweetheart,
•hot and killed blmaelf when be saw
policemen who bad been on bis trail
JWoachlng along tbe road to arreat

POOKETBOOK LOST.

Dlffht on Partnership of Agricultural
Department Official.
Washington. Aug. 5.—Dr. Salmon,
chief of the bureau of aniluial Industry
of the department of agriculture, has
admitted thatJie was the business
partner of George E. Howard of this
city when the gelatine meat label was
patented and also when, in June, llKJi,
the first contract for the label was
aivarded to Howard’s printing esitabllsbment by the department of agri
culture. After the first contract was
secured from the dleparttnent Salmon
withdrew from his partnership.
Dr. Salmon’s pat^tnershlp with How
ard lasted about six years. After that
time the Howard Printing company
d'id a large amount of business with
the bureau of animal Industry, of which
Salmon was clileC. and other bureaus
of the de'partment.
Dr. Salmon said last night that ■when
he met Howard the latter hadi no
money. “I ndivanced the sum neces
sary to publish The Feather, a poultry
journal In which he was Interested,”
said Salmon. “We continued in the
printing business and he became aware
of the needs of the d'epartment of agri
culture for a meat label. He met the
conditions and the patent ■was taken
out as his Invention. I offered sugges
tions from time to time. I told him
what the requirements were. I also
urged him to perfect some devises, as I
dJd companies that made a business of
dealing In tags. We were anxious
somebody would be able to furnish a
device that would be acceptable.”
BY AN UNKNOWN MAN.

Manila, Aug, 5.—Secretary of War
Taft and party arrived on the steam
ship Manchuria at 10 o'clock this morn
ing. Their arrival was made the occa
sion of a gorgeous water iiageant. The
battleship Ohio, the for#s and'the craft
In the harbor fired the regulation
salute for the secretary of war. The
party proceeded to the governor gen
eral’s residence, where the official wel
come was made and where the golden
keys of the city were presented to Sec
retary Taft. Thousands of persons
O.'Tste'r Bay, N. Y., Aug. 5.—President lined the streets, which were elab
____
Roosevelt received Sj’iigamonRheeand orately decorated.
Rev. P. K. Yoon, two Koreans, who NAVy YARD MEN FURLOUGHED.
presented to him a memorial asking
him to look after the intere'sts of Korea
Boston, Aug. 6.—Seventy-five em
1;. the proceedings of the forthcoming ployes of the department of construc
peace conference. They represent tion and repair at the Charlestown
practically only themselves and, ns! navy yard'yesterday began using up
they have neither official nor dllplo- an indefinite furlough and- today 20
itiatlc standing, the president could do more were let go under the same plan.
noticing for them.
This reduces the working force of the
largest
department to about 600 men;
COMMISSION HOUSE FAILS.
tbe other d'epurtments are all at a very
figure. Unless the navy depart
Boston, Aug. 6.—Referee Olmstead low
ment makes a move at once to authorize
has appointed John Abbott as trustee! the
of work on the ships
for the A. Fred Brown Commission: now beginning
here
and
repairs many
company, a Massachusetts corpora discharges will awaiting
to be made In the
tion engaged In the grain business In construction andhave
other departments.'
this city, which was petitioned Into in
voluntary bankruptcy. The concern’s
WANTS HER SON BACK.
s<'heiliile shows nubilities of $40,S3S.
and assets of $16,072.
Norfolk, Aug. 5.—On motions of
Mrs.
N. Tyrrell of l’’rovideuce Judge
A HOODOO TRAIN.
WaddlU has signed a writ of habeas
corpus by which the petitioner seeks
Huntington, W. Va., Aug. B.—A' to secure the discharge from the, navy
Oiiyandotte Valley passeii'ger train' of her minor son, Wesley C. Tyrrell,
struck and killed Frank Adkins short-! who, it Is alleged, enlisted without the
l.v after dt left I>ogan. John Ashiin consent of his parents. Judfee WaddlU
''■as struck and killed) by the train as It directed the naval authorities here to
reached Bnrboursiville. While the loco produce tbe boy before him In court
motive was going to the roundhouse at Richmond Sept. 1. Young H'j'rrell Is
here George Zirkle was struck and now on the Franklin, at tbe navy yard
killed.
here.
MRS. CHADWICK’S ASSETS $14,000.
GOOD BUSINESS OUTLOOK.
Cleveland. Aug. 5. —Creditors of Mrs.
Cassle L. Chad'u’lek will receive a total
dividend of alwut 7 mills on' tbe dollar
"’hen the matter Is finally settled, ac<
eordJng to Referee Remington. The
assets will amount to about $14,000
"'hli which to meet $2,000,000 of Indebtidmess.
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found In Sanbornville have been Iden
tified by friend* aa belonging to Miss
Tucker. Theee articles ■were well
soaked by rain and It is believed that
they were left there the day following
the woman's disappearance. The
shawl Connd aevaral days ago In a
bundle at Milton remains the most re«
cent clue of the .womsn’B.ioarnej, ^

ARIZONA PRIDE.
Uproar over statehood in New
Mexico and Arizona grows apace, as
the time draws nearer for tbe next
session of Oongress. The fear that
the Joint-Statehood Bill may be
passed fills the hearts of the men of
Arizona with fury and dismay. They
scorn New Mexioo. As is often the
ease with individuals where social
inequality exists, or is assumed, the
uuder-dog in this matter is oarefnl to
speak with oalmness and apparent
logia The New Mexioo people declare
with mnoh reason that the only hope
for Statehood at present is tbrongii
the oompromise offered by the Hamil
ton Bill. They point out that tbe
relative preponderance of population
in the East is likely for many years
to continue to increase, and that if
the East is not now willing to give
Arizona or New Mexioo tbe same
representation in tbe Senate that New
York and Pennsylvaina have, it will
be still less lisely to dp so in the
future. And they declare that were
the two territories combined, they
wonld forget that they were ever
separate, and no more think of divi
sion than Texas does, which has a
right under its Euabling Aot to divide
if it wants to. The people of Arizona,
on the other hand, assert that they
have nothing to gain by Joint State
hood, and everything to lose. They
have an immense territory—beautiful
to look npon, immeasnrably rich, and
as far as ultimate possibilities go,
praotioally undeveloped. They nave
timber and mines and grazing land,
and new reclamation projects^ will
give to the state many times its
present agrionltarsl value. They look
down npon their neighbor as of a
lower caste. They oall New Mexioo
“greaser" country. They grow more
and more hot under the collar, and
use snob torrid phrases as “We’ll
fight to tlie last ditoh. “ They are
willing for the present, they say, to
give np Statehood altogether rather
than be bitched to New Mexioo. It is
a state of mind which should be euoonraaed. Nqjter territory is in im
mediate need of Statehood. The next
few years will bring many changes.
It were a pity to marry now in haste,
merely to repent at leisure.—Oollier’a

WHERE MONEY 18 CHEAP.
Traveler in Nicaragua Is Amazed at
the Plenteous X Supply.
Very Rev. Dean Harris tells of the
peouliar money sale of Nicaragua.
When tlie civil war in the United
States was drawing to an end ooufederate bills were worth from 6 to 10
cents a dollar, he writes. It meant to
the public tliat all hope of southern
onrrnDoy ever being redeemed was
praotioally deaa. When I visited the
large markets in this city the amount
of money and the figures on tlie bank
bills surprised me.
Bills of big denominatons were
passing from buyer to seller, from
hand to hand, and no ohange asked or
given. I began to ask the prices rnling the stalls.
“Qnalnto vale?’’—how much—I
asked, pointing to the measure of
potatoes. “Six dollars,” the woman
in the stall answered.
“For all?”
“Oil, no, senor, for a litro”—a
quart. The prioe staggered me. Rice
was |6 a poundi onions $4, flonr $6 a
quart and everything else in propor
tion. We pay our butchers a pretty
stiff prioe for meat in Toronto, but
compared with prices here itisridionloasiy cheap. A sirloin steak at the
Leon market costs $18 per ponnd and
a turkey $160. But everyone carries
piles of bills here; their pockets are
bulging with them.
While in the market I frequently
saw the venders of fruit pull from
their pockets rolls of bills as large
and round as a stein, and began to
count off wads of twenties and fifties
till 1 marveled at their . wealtn.
Among tbe farmers it is said that
money is so plentiful that it is kept
in large boxes. Silver is rarely seen
and small coins are unknown.
The small farmers and peons of the
snrroandiiig country when’ they oome
here to buy carry their money in
small bags or baskets. My bill at tbe
restanraut for dinner was $200, and a
Fanama lint cost me $600. For a
carriage for one honr I was asked,aud
paid, ^0; and so for anything else in
proportion.
I have not yet paid my hotel aooount, but I epxeot to be asked, and
to pay $8,000. All this would have
been, heartbreaking if I bad not oalled
at tlie bank on my arrival here. For
a tweuty gold piece I
asked for
ohange in the ourrenoy of the
conntr}. The teller looked at my
gold coin, weighed it in his hand,
put it to one bills witb the rapidity
for which these yonng men all over
the world are famous.
I waited patiently, watching rolls
pile np, and hoping when he was
through he’d attend to me. You
can’t hurry cashiers, so I sat down
until he got throngh.
Now, I
thought, he’ll oouni; out my ohange.
Presently lie opened a hinged wioket,
oalled me over, aud said politel3' in
Spanish:
“Your change,
senor!” ‘How
much, sir?’’ I asked him. “Two
tbonsand dollars, sir.’’ I borrowed
from him a newspaper, rolled np my
money and went to my hotel.—Toron(Canada) Mail aud Empire.

AT THE CAPTAIN’S TABLE.
Dlfllcultlea of Addreaalng Gneata
■When the Ocean Swell la IUbtIi.

As the liner cleared tbe heads and
the heavy swell of the open Atlantic
became noticeable dinner was served.
The twenty-six places at the captain’s
table ■were filled, aud ns the soup ap
peared the captain addressed his table
companions.
“I trust that all ttventy-slx of you
will have a pleasant trip,” he said,
“and that this little assemblage of
twenty-four will reach port much ben
efited by the voyage. I look upon the
twenty-two smiling faces as a father
upon bis family, for I am responsible
for the lives of this group of nineteen.
I hope all fourteen of you will Join me
later In drinking to a merry trip. I
believe we se^ven fellow passengers are
admirably suited to each other, and I
applaud the Judgment which chose
from the passenger list these three per
sona for my table. You and I, my
dear sir, are”—

needf some kind of a job
of printing at sometime or
other. Some people use
morejand some Ifts but whether yoiFneed one job or a
dozen

Everybody

WE CAN DO THE WORK. SEND US IN YOUR ORilER FOR

Job Printing
of all kinds, letterheads, hills, receipts, pos
ters, dance orders, milk bills, programmes,
hook work of any kind, or anything else in
that line. We make a specialty of Wed
ding invitations or announcements, calling
cards,etc. either printed or engraved. Write
for samples and prices.
.
.
.
.

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Special Offer.
To anyone having their wedding cards
printea here we will give as a wedding
present, the Weekly Mail lor six months.,

Address,

nail Publishing Co.
120 Main Street,

Watervllle, Mj

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over SO years, has home the signature of
and has been made under his per*
sonal supervision since its infhncy.
Allow no one to deceive yoti In this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good” are but
Bxperimeuts that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants aud Children-Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA
Costoris*. is a liartnless snbst tute for Castor Oil, Pare
goric, Drops and Southing Syrups. It Ls Plcnsaut. It
contains neither Opium, fliorphiiio nor other Narcotic
substance. It.s .'igo is its gnai’antee. It dcstroj’s Worms
aud allaj's Fcvciishnc.s.s. It cures Diarrluea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teoihing Troubles, eiires Constipation
and Flatulency. It as.siinilatos the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, gl'Iiig health}'and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The rdothcr’s Fricud.

GENUINE

CASTORIA

always

Bears the Signature of

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
wmmmammsammmmmmammm

The captain chuckled. “Here, stew
ard, bring on my fish and clear away
tbese dishes.”—Minneapolis Journal.

THi ocNTAun COMPANY. Tt MUNNAV •TiiKKT. nrm
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FOLEY’S KDNEY CURE
Will positively euro any case of KIdnoy
OP Bladder disease not beyond the reacih
of medicine. No medicine can do more.
PatMd StOBO ud Qravol With Exoraolating Ptini
FOLEY’S KIDNEY CURE

strengthens the urinary organs,
builds up the kidneys and invig
orates the whole system.
IT 18 GUARANTEED
TWO 8IZE8 60o and $1.00

A. H. Thumes, Mgr. Wills Cmk Cosl C*., Buffalo, O., wrltMl
"I have been sfflicted witb kidney and bladder trouble for years, psM*
ing gravel or stones witb excruclatlne
clsl
pains. Other medicines only
gave relief. After taking FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE tbe result wan
surprising. A few doses started tbe brick dust, like fine stones, Ms.,
and now I bav. no pain across my kidneys and I feel like a new mna.
FOLEY’S KIDNEY CURE bs* don. m. 11,000 wortb of good.'*

lo Othur Rinidy Ou Oonpirt With H
Tbo*. V. Carter, of Asbboro, N. C., had KIdnoy Tronbl. tai
M. bom. of FOLEY'S KIDNCT CURE offMted • poriMt cur., iaI
b. ..y. thw. I. no romMiy that will oomporo whh k.

SOLD lU lEOOHIIElOa

«r

The Larkin Drug Company.
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rather remember the Kipling of the
Recessional and his earlier writings
than to be regaled on fnrtlier oontribntions from his pen like the “Truce
to The Bear” and this latest screed.

and Duster manufactring business is
not only distinctively a Watervllle'lhdustry bnt also a Maine and q New
England enterprise, there not being
another plant of the kind in New
England. It would be a matter of
local pride and good business to keep
it here. It should not have to go a
bogging out of the city, at least not
out of the state, for a new owner.

and its punishment. -Said his Honor: ginia, who, throughout his pnbiio States twenty billions are invested in
“You stole from the Equitable but career, has been cheek by jowl with farms and farm property.” These
your methods were very crude and the Standard, is chairman of the I statements will come with surprise to
PUBLISHED WEEKLY AT
bungling. If ydn had, instead of col committee on interstate commerce’; the geporal reader, for farming is not
ISO llola St
Woterrllle
lusion with an outsider, colluded with th.tt Jolin Kean and John F. Dryden I considered now-a-days as one of the
an insider, and thereby had your arc there from New'Jersejs the home important and remunerative occupa
1.60 per year or fl.OO, whin paid in
salary raised to $60,000, and then di of the trust; that Joseph B. Foraker tions. It will be difficult for many to
The Czar announces with his usual
advance.
vided
with the other men, the result and Charles DioK come from Ohio, believe that the financial returns of
bombast that he will “conclude no
would
not have been a bit more ob where the Rockefellej/ millions had the farmers are better now than those
peace
that
i^
shameful
or
unworthy
Mail Publishing Campany,
jectionable, from a moral and ethical their beginnings; that Philander O. of any other class of producers, but
the
great
nation
of
Russia.
’’
In
view
POBLIBHEKS AND PKOPBIETOKB.
standpoint, and would have been no Knox aud Boies Penrose are there here is the Secretary’s word for it
of ithe fact that the war this con
ference is to try and terminate was a
It appears to lie between fifteen of more hurtful to the policy-holders, from Pennsylvania, the stronghold of and none will qnestion his authority
Later developments and a RrowinK shameful war, inaugurated by Russia, Waterville’s representative businsss bnt possibly yon would not have the, pipe-line system ; and that on on the subject. These facts will
pnbiio sentiment seem to indioate that it is not easy to see just what kind of men and the editor of the Waterville been at the bar of justice.” The every other important committee of stimulate tiie already marked tendency
the best thing the govsrnment can do peace terms wpold be shametul to the Morning Sentinel as to what are the same ^idea finds expression in the the senate there are lesser lights al among the educated and prosperous of
with the cotton leak and the crop re- Czar and his Grand Dukes and actual conditions in the city as re statment of Attorney General Moody leged to-he under Sandard Oil influ other vocations to cease sneering at
. porting business is to let them alone. bareancratic cabinet The only shame gards the liquor trafiic. In a bible at his interview with the President ences. Aud then^ it may be noted farming and to retrun to the tilling of
Experience is often a dear teacher ful thing they can do now is to refuse class in one of the city’s churches re at Oyster Bay, Tuesday, when he said that for the last twenty-five years the soil as a means of livelihood aud
bnt her lessons are generally valuable to make peace about as the Japanese cently, consisting of fifteen of the it was necessary to amend the crimi every particle of insurance legislation a pleasant life-work. These statistics
and worthy of being heeded.
propose and do all they can to right city’s reputable business men, the nal laws of the United States, as the in the state of New York has been are the kind that will do much to
the wrong they have so long done the question of prohibition in Waterville laws under which the courts are now absolutely dictated by the three great solve tne problem of abandoned farms
people
of their nation and atone for came up for discussion and the utter operating often renaer it difficult to Life Insuarnce companies of the state, and city slums. Fewer deserted
P The Lewiston Board of, ^ Trade evidently think8"it is surer and easIbr_to the dishonor and shame they have ances and charges of the Sentinel on reach a man who may be guilty of each .lompany taking its turn in nam farms aud less acreage of wild and
retain a big industrial plant than to brought upon themselves by the war. the subject were considered by the wrqpgdoiug. Though Attorney Gen ing the men who have served as in nntilled land in our country would
group. As a result these fifteen men eral Moody would not himself admit surance officials, also that several result in far less poverty and misery
depend on getting a new one. It has
it this necessity was made apparent in
appointed a committee to work for
McKeesport, Pa., furnishes the started a little investigation quietly the case of Ex-Seq(6tary Morton in state legislatures are owned by rail in the congested centres of civilization
road corporations and combinations. with consequent better health,' longer
the retention of the Lewiston Machine country with a unique death, the and unobtrusively to ascertain just
and Oarman-Thompson Company. It expiring victim being the Pnbiio what the conditions are in the city connection with the illegal rebate In view of these facts it is clear that life and a larger and more substantial
is a worthy effort and we hope it will Library of that city. Tlie library was and they compared notes last Sunday practices of the Santa Fe railroad and the simple, logical remedy for the prosperity for the nation. In this
is manifcBted in many other intsanoes
succeed.
founded years ago by Mr. Carnegie and and unanimously agreed in stating of persoi^s connected with the trusts evils some think so easy is very diffi same interview Secretary Wilson also
cult to apply. It is idle to suppose gives a sane aud suggestive hint on
that
so
far
as
they
were
able
to
learn
the oitisfens having failed to keep
aud great monopolies. 'With the pas that the organizations of high finances living in Washington, declaring that
the
situation
the
allegations
of
The
their
part
of
the
agreement
with
the
It is to be hoped..that the newspaper
sing, to a certain extent, of the old“it is a hard place for a man of
quibble and extended agitation as to donor he has accordingly out off Sentinel were false and misleading, fashioned standards of common Ameri- that now control legislation and over position bnt no wealth to live in.”
ride
existing
laws
will
obey
new
ones
and
they
expressed
themselves
of
the
wiiether the Russian-Japanese peace its source of supply and it is now on
cau business honesty, brought about
“Washington life” he says, “calls tor
conference is to be in Maine or ^Tew its deathbed. We have known of pub opinion that the whole attitude of the by thp stress of competition and the if the people were able to get them
much courage and self-restraint on.
passed.
The
voters
of
the
country
paper,
as
regards
temperance
and
Hampshire, Kittery or Portsmouth, lic libraries languishing occasionally
greed for gold, there have come a must control themselves, and their the part of a man of modest meaus .
politics,
is
obstructive
to
the
city’s
will not extend into the deliberations in the United States bnt the death
multiplicity of devices for cheating
who holds a high governmental place.
of the envoys when they get in ses of one is a very unusual if not an en best welfare and morally bad. Here and robbing the people, and their legislatures and national government,
In a social way he must, of coarse,
before
they
can
control
the
corrupt
appears
to
be
another
proof
from
a
sion. Trivialities and the spirit of tirely new event. McKeesport Is
social and political high standing has monopolies and make effective laws maintain the dignity of nis position.
reliable
source
that
much
of
our
pride can w^ll be dispensed with on acquiring a rather unenviable distinc
prevented them Irom being considered
He and his family are constantly
tion in this matter, and if the case of contemporary’s accusation against the criminal. It is an encouraging fact for the regulation of their conduct.
that occasion.
mingling with persons of large for
present
administration
ismore
theatrithe library is an indication of the
that
we
are
getting
new
ideas
of
crime
tunes,
and on this account are ooucal than real, if nothing worse.
The trouble between the states of
Sweet Marie is cnce more the general trend of affairs in the town
and showing a disposition to amend Mississippi and Louisiana over the tinnally tempted to live in accordance
world’s favorite. Bnc tbrs time it is then its future is indeed dubious.
1 the laws of the nation to fit them.
yellow fever epidemic in which the with a standard of expenditure not
Both the Japanese and Russian en
the horse and not the song of that
Federal government has now become justified by their income.” But the
voys to the peace conference have been
name, thie famous mare having won
It was a hard blow to Portsmouth
involved by the protest of Governor secretary of agricultme does not in
over Tiverton at the Beadville races and the pardonable vanity of New skillfully “sparring for' position” in It is probable that few people any
Blanchard
<t)f Louisiana against the aid tend to yield to this temptation aud
in what is said to be the fastest three Hampshire—that delay of the pleni advance of actual operations, each where realize how recent and rapid
of the government to Mississippi in let the glitter of social extravanges
heat race on record. Inasmuch as the potentiaries in arriving Monday and using the press and other agencies for has been the rise of the now common
enforcing her quarantine against her aud the aping of the style and aristoc
purse was |60^ the achievement will the consequent ommission or jmstpone- publicity for their full value and in system of water works for fire-fighting
neighboring state,brings emphatically racy of foreign courts makd a fool of
purposes
as
was
shown
by
the
excel
undoubtedly be sweet to the mare’s ment of the festivities and elaborate a way to place themselves in favor
to
the front the fact that thq states of him, for he declares: “I don’t pro
owner ,^and the sentimental name be functions which were planned as a able lights. Now let’s see what they lent paper on the subject presented
the
South are still sensitive on the pose to stumble into this pitfall. I
will do when the negotiations get by Harvey D. Eaton, Tuesday evening
Vindioated.
fitting introduction to the distin fairly under way. That astute writer, to the city government and citizens question of state rights and that the have only my farm, and have no in
tention of spending it here in' Wash
guished and important business that
Mr. Henry Olews, says of the situa present, in behalf of the Kennebec same spirit and attitude toward the ington.” It would be a good thing
was
to
follow
and
that
doubtless
It's refreshing to find the police
power of the federal government in
diverting their Sunday activities from would have greased the ways so that tion: “Modern diplomatio_ methods Water District, and it is doubtful if the affairs of t he individual states is for the country if there were more
many
of
those
present
at
the
session
are
full
assurance
that
Russia
knows
fan-tan games in the Chinese quarters the Ship of State would move smooth
officials like Secretary Wilson at the
to aristocratic gambling in the Back
approximately the terms Japan will realized before the actual condition still much the same as in the days of national capital, plain men of modest
ly
along,
yet
one
may
be
excused
for
Bay. Reform really begins at home,
finally accept, bnt'we may confidently in Waterville, as regards fire protec the Civil war and before it. It also means, who care more for their work
thinking that this momentous gather
not in China.—Boston Journal.
expect from both sides periodioa) tion, which this statement revealed. reveals a narrow and sectional spirit
Quite so. And the same course ing is for serious business and not a spectacular displays of energy inten It must be deaf to those who listened which would place the immediate and a wholesome life than for fashion
would be equally appropriate in the grand holiday, and that dining and ded for home consumption.” Bnt he to the statement that the 56 new hy welfare of a given city, section or and the show of wealth, the false
enforcing of the prohibitory law in feting, spectacular display, oratorical comes to the conolnsion that the en drants recommended by the District’s state above the larger pnbiio good of aristocracy, toward which democratic
certain sections of Maine. The exhibitions and oracular deliverances voys are almost absolutely sure to engineer for adequate fire protection the whole country that is both selfish America is tending in high official
Sturgis Commission can find here a are less necessary to its success than effect a peace settlement before they in the city are absolutely a necessity and dangerous to scoiety. It is more circles.
suggestive hint as to its future course are plain living and high thinking.
leave the oonntryi\ and adds that of the hour. Probably there are very necessary that New Orleans and its
THE FRENZIES OF SOCIETY.
of procedure.
“Japan can better afford to offer few who have stopped to think of it, immediate vicinity should suffer the
The “Dude” is one of the serious
The feeling is growing since the reasonable terms than Russia can and of those even who have thought of full consequences of the scourge that
The hard pressed auto has another Morton-Hyde episode at Newport that afford to accede to harsh ones ’Iihat the subject,who realize how_fortnnate has come upon it, sympathetic and evils of American society. The in
evil charged up against it by those Paul Morton, who got a clean bill of will humiliate her further. Japan Waterville has always been in the helpful as all the rest of the country trusion of a false aristocracy on
who do not own one. Its “red devil’’ health from President Roosevelt has achieved glory enough and Russia matter of serious fires as compared is in its misfortune, than that by the democratic institutions naturally
and “ black demon’’ proclivities were when he left the cabinet to assume has been. humiliated enough,” an with many, if not most, other Maine effort to keep up the business of the leads to envy and jealousy. It is no
not enough it seems, for now a plague charge of the Equitable, but caused opinion that seems reasonable enough, towns and cities. As Mr. Eaton ob evity and rid it of the fever.quarantine crime to be rich. We are all hunting
rides on its swift moving wheela It two able lawyers employed by the though it must be remembered that served in his statement it seems, when restrictions should be neglected and for the nugget, but it is a social
is said the maohines from Massachu government to resign because £hey humiliation would be a healthy thing , the fire statistics of Waterville are the inhabitants and the fruit traffic be crime to misuse riches and to employ
setts are bearing into Maine the fear could not prosecute him for violating for Russia and that it will take a big j compared with those of' other cities, allowed to scatter the epidemic broad them to enlarge the barrier between
ful and hated browntailed moth. It tthe United States interstate com dose of it to even things.up with her as though Providence had watched cast in the neighboring states and the masses and the classes. A rich
is easy to see the finish of the Mas- meroe law, is not much more fit tc^be folly and obstinacy in the past, and over and specially favored oqr city in perhaps over a larger area. In a case man devoid of show and “nonsense”
this lesiieot. But as he also suggested of so serious a nature as this the op can do more to fuse the classes and
eachusetts auto in Maine if the moth at the head of this great concern than particularly this war with Japan.
it will not do to always trust in position of the Louisiana governor to the masses than all the exhorters.
itch becomes prevalent in our cities was the notorious Mr. Hyde. Either
Providence
aloue and it is now time the United States acting in the matter The developments in connection with
and resorts.
Mr. Mqrtoq does not know 'crime
In his statemeiit before the city to begin taking steps toward more will only tend to increase the pnbiio the operations of two New York
when he'^sees it, or he is not man
sentiment in favor of more extensive
government last Tuesday evening. in
“No city should be judged by its enough to resist the sdoial ostentation behalf of the Kennebec Water Dis adequate fire proteciion. It must also government control, a wider scope of society tiapers are of particular in
terest. A weatlhy man in New York
be
clear
to
the
unprejudiced
listener
ball team,’’ says the Toledo Blade. of those who perpetrate it in high
And Boston and Blddeford hold up edl finance, by refusing to associate inti trict, Mr. Eaton said that during the to the facts given by Mr. Eaton, as its power over the affairs of states and recently declared that there was an
their hands and cry “Amen!” in a mately with them in high social and period from 1880 to 1900 Waterville furnished by engineers and fire experts private business instead of lessening atempt to blackmail him by a society
tone which carries conviction of the
it. As one writer comments on the
gained in population 109 per cent,
justice of the observation.—Biddeford public circles. The affair at Newport Winslow 66 per cent, and Fairfield 27 that the replacing so much of the old qnestion: “When a state repudiates paper. Distriot Attorney Jerome is
investigating the charges. It appears
water
system
with
larger
pipes
as
was
one
more
rather
striking
illus
Journal.
The people of Waterville and Fair- tration of the fact that the rich and per cent., these being the towns com the District is this year doing was not its debt, or when it premits or com that several solicitors of society pa
field will doubtless also join In the fashionable of American life do not prising the territory of the Water only a wise bnt necessary thing to do. mits assaults upon the citizens of pers have laid themselve^ liable to
charges of blackmail. These papers
“amen” to this sentimenj; on general take a very serious interest in the Distriot. Thesa are figures that are As to the criticism that is occasionally foreign governments, or when, as in deal largely with criticisms. From
this
instance,
by
standing
npoi^
its
significant
and
gratifying
to
the
raised
as
to
the
cost
of
the
Ohina
lake
principles, and empliatically so in re evils of the time that threaten
their volumes on America’s “Smart
people of our qlty and vicinity and pipe line it is pertinent to ask if that dignity, it obstructs efforts for the Set” oritioisirs can be out by the pay
gard to their own cases in view of the society.
should not pass unnoticed. They in- cost in dollars, by which good water good of the whole oonnrty, it stimu ment of money. It is said that
developments at the last few games
dicate pretty clearly that Waterville ____________________
^___
has been secured for the_people
of the lates tne movement for the expansion Ubannoey Depew paid $1,000 a year
between the two teams.
appearing pretty in this book.
We are getting better every day. and the other towns comprising the j
distriot, is to be compared or bgtension of federal control.” We for
Until one of the men threatened with
Each fresh exposure of an iniquity Water Distriot constitute a remarkably
do
not
fear
the
results
of
the
larger
the
lives
that
were
lust
and
the
blackmail revolted, this thing was
Treasurer Enanff has closed the deal helps. We can even now detect symp
going on as if it were legitimate
for $36,000 of the new 30-year city toms of the happy day trhen it will prosperous community. This more j giokness that was caused by the fever federal power as do some, bnt it is trade.
there is fur in the air.
bonds with the banking firm of E. H. be bad form to be. wicked.—Harper’s than doubling of the population in epidemic of a few years ago as a xe- clear that the follies of individuals, That a Now
gang of social comedians
Gay & Company of Boston. A total Weekly.
our city in a period of twenty years
of the old Messaldnskee water. states and great financial organiza should play
to fashionables, is a dis
If this were only true of prohibition Is a remarkable growth
premium of only $17 on the whole
41. andJ will It may also be noted that the people tions are at present inviting the very grace to American society and insti
issue is given tlie city. There’s some in Maine what a hopeful outlook it doubtless cause surprise to many, for
of the city are now being saved abqjtt- thing they are most opposed to. The tutions. The corrupt rich, .false
mighty good financiering going on in would really be for us. I^ the day
this increase, though so rapid, has $10,000 annually by the relief from buy EquitaMe scandal has quickened and aristocracy helped the downfall of
this vicinity.—Waterville Sentinel.
Rome and has called out several
Well, on the whole, it strikes us as were only coming when it will be bad been so gradual as not to be fully ing spring water and that the city increased tiie demand for state or revolutions in France. Frenzies of
form
in
Maine
to
violate
the
liquor
realized
by
the
citizens
and
duly
apfe
leral
control
of
life
insurance
and
now receiving water for all its pnbiio
about as good, under the present mar
various sorts, due to social aud indus
ket conditions, as was the financier law and be found' trading with pnbiio precitaed. Tne poll lists of the city buildings aud for flushing its sowers other revelations in regard to railroad trial corruption, imperil government:
ing and business management of the honor in its behalf it would indeea be show that this increase is still going and hydrants fre3 of charge, a rebates have aroused the people to a and society in every aite. It is a
hopeful sign that in the United States
two previous Demooraiio administra cause for rejoicing and self-laudation, on and all indications point to its saving of about $4,000. The state desire for government interference. there is a revival of The Square Deal,
What
a
change
it
would
work!
The
continuance for many years to come. ment made by the Water District Tne same is true of the movement beginning in politics, oonciuning iu
tions which got the city into the con
dition that made this issue of bonds Sturgis Oommissiou would have a This gain in population, together' {^t this meeting of the city government towaid municipal ownership aud the industry aud it is to be hoped, set
cinch and finally be out of business al witli that of over 60 and 26 per cent, was illuminating a-id should jirovo crusade against the beef trust. It all tling on society with such results as
necessary.
tqgothor, the Democratic press would respectively in Winslow and Fairfield, valuable to tli« citizens and taxpayers helps Socialism because it makes the free iiistitutions require.—fjewistou
Journal.
be without its choicest morsel to chew means that ours is an annsnally, really of the city.
present sytsem so intolerable both to
^
on,
tlie
Oivio
League
would
be
in
a
A special despatch from an oilijcal
the people who suffer directly by it
a remarkably, prosperous community,
A SENSIBLE YIEW.
source states that the court of Inquiry qnaudry as where to direct its with a future of great promise
ana to .-those who are making an
At
this
time
when
we
hear
so
much
The increase of resubmission senti
on the Bennington disaster will find energies, and the Boston liquor dealers These are facts aud figures that may
unprejudiced study of the question
that the boiler exploded not because would be going into bankruptcy. give the people of Waterville just about the government controlling the from all sides. 'The sponsers of this ment as the result of the Sturgis law
is persistently reported by some of
of high pressure, bnt because of the Wliac optimism some journalists have I pride aud great satisfaction, and they great corporations, fixing rhtes, etc., condition of things will have to cease the
newpsapers until it
But
Harper’s
Weekly
is
not
published
when remedies for the evils and their abuses of present rigljtB aud seemsDemocratic
“dead plate” of tlie crowusheet, the
point out clearly and oonolnsively
as though there must be some
of all
boMe and metal paving lost their ten in Maine and probably does not know botli tlie opportunity and duty of
all i i°i)<>Btioes of monopolies are being privileges or see them rapidly super ground for it. We hope it is so. The
present eternal disonssion is extremely
sile strength from constant use. of the S. O.
good citizens in pursuing a policy oonsidored by means of legislation it ceded by federal control.
disagreeable and harmful. If the
There is to be no censure for the
that will continue this splendid mar be well for observant and wellpeople of Maine are still in fvaor of
disposed
champions
of
the
people
to
oflioerB and the blame will be passed
The following advertisement in record of growth and progress.
prohibition it were well for the fact
In a recent interview with a press to be known definitely and the agita
note carefully how the government
to those liigber up. This is perhaps yesterday’s Sunday Globe contains an
is now controlled by the corporations, representative Secretary Wilson of the tion for something else abandoned. If
the most favorable report on tlie find item of news and an important sug
of them are not, the pro
ing tliat could come, bnt “dead gestion for some Waterville business An editorial in Collier’s Weekly how the trusts own the people instead Agricultural Department made public two-thirds
hibitory law cannot be a- success aud
well
says:
“New
ideas
of
crime
arq
a
few
large
add
interesting
facts
about
of
the
people
owning
the
trusts.
To
metal’’ as the cause of the explosion man or public-spirited investor:
temperanae would be vastly better
is poor ooc solution for the dead men
For Sale—The Kennebec Mat and needed to fit improved modern devices begin with it is well to note the fact farming in the United States at the served by something else. 'We have
Duster Co. at Waterville, Me., manu for theft. We need to divert part of that the United States senate, which present time. 'According to his inter little idea that resubmission would
the accident made.
facturing wool carriage mats.also wool our efforts for the stupid, uneducated, is universally reoogeized as liaving an viewer he said: “The* farmer’s rate mean anything more than a reaffirma
dusters; the only business in N. E. or hungry man who picks a pocket or overshadowing powdr in our govern of financial progress is now greater tion of prohibition, but we do not
understand how anybody can logically
no competition; factory all in
There is a wide difference of opinion states;
good running order, a splendid pro robs a shop to the olever, trained, and ment, and which has been described than that of any other producing class; object to giving the people of the
as to the age limit and the time when position for a smart yonng business wealthy citizen, of prominence and as “the.most perfectly developed the value of farm products, estimated state an opportunity to say what they
a maq should retire from the active man; price very moderate.
repute, who knows how to divert the trust, or trade-union, in the country,” to be nearly five blljion dollars in desire.—Bath Times.
work of life, and it is a qnestion Here is a home industry the city savings of thousands to his own ac is practically under the domination 1904, is increasing by hundreds of
CAN’T HAVE TOO MUCH.
which it is foolish to try to answer ought not to lose. It is a good busi count ” And we immediately find an of the Standard Oil monopoly. It millions every year, and amounts to
positively, bnt those who have read ness policy for the citizens of any Instance which shows that such a should be remembered that Nelson W. twice as much as the gross earnings
A war veteran has surrendered his
Bndyard Kipling’s latest politloal community to hold ail the business change is taking place In society. In KAldrioh, the father-in-law of John of the railroads of the country, and nenslon because he has become a
and' imperi allstio effusion in verse and industry within its own borders. recently sentencing a clerk who had D. Rockefeller Junior, is ohalnnw'Xit/ four times as much as the yield of all Obrlstian Scientist and said he no
longer needs it. There’s no danger of
will all agree that it iSjtime for him It is generally easier to keep an es stolen directly from the Equitable, the committee on finance, the most tb'b mines. Be also observed that, too much of the sort of Oh^tiau'
to retire to the obsourity of bygone tablished one than to attract and Judge Foster made a needed and important of the senaie committees; while abond six billions are invested Science that cares people of wanting
literary mastera We would all start a new one. The Kennebec Mat fundamental distinotion as to orima that Stephen B. Elkins, of West Yir- In manuflaoftnring In the United more money.—Lewiston Jonmal,
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a strike and a foal strike had been
called on him when he oouueoted, and
the sphere went sailing np into the
aznre, while the three men on bases
Waterville Han Perhaps Fatally In
I nt i niaunij
came in. Then Waterville qqlt getjured on Main Street Crossing Friday W&t6rTlll6 A^&iO
DsfC&tS Fftirflcld Fridsy ting mns, although the spirit of oonHoming.
By & L6&d of 9 to 4
fldeuce which the lead gave, bad its
I effect ill moie snappy plaviug than
One of the most serions aooidents
\ _______
than been seen thus far this season.
that has happened in this city for a
j The rally made by Fairfield in the
After the races at the Central Maine long time occurred at 6.60 a. m.
park,. Friday eveiiiug a large nnmber Friday, when train No. 416 in charge
! eighth was a bit disoonoerting, bnt
' I netted only one score,
With two out
remained to enjoy the skating at the of Condnotor Dudley and Engineer
Allen hit into right field,and as he was
Colisenm.
Dutton struck and ran over Clifford
Frank P. Welch, who has employ Miss Mildred Barton of this oityhas Beanohene, a cobbler who resides at 8 Conroy Was a Star Hitter Bringing In taking more than one base, Latimer
threw in. The ball went wild, and
ment in Boston, is in this city oa a returned home from a visit with the Bontelle avenne. Though terribly in
Five Mns—Fairfield Had to Play “Baggy” Alien scored. Good field
visit to his former home.
Misses Ethel and Alice Williams of jured, Mr. Beanohene is expected to
Substitute Pitcher Who Was Hit ing in the following halves closed the
recover. The accident occurred at
News was received in the oi ty Sat- , Randolph.
Freely.
game. Score: Waterville 9; Fairthe
Main
street
crossing.
nrdav of the death of Mrs. Wm. I Miss Hertilla Harding has gone to
fleld 4.
A. Wales in Detroit, Michigan, for : her home in Morrill, where she will Mr. Beanohene, who rooms at the
Tlie tollowing is the snmmary :
honse,
8
Bontelle
avenue,
formerly
merly a resident of Watervllle.
! pass a portion of her vacation from
With the score 8 to 3 in favor of
WATERVILLE.
owned
by
him,
bpt
now
owned
and
Mr. and Mrs.,A. H. Smart of West ! the office of George E. fiontelle. Esq.
Fairfield, Friday afternoon at Central
ab bh tb po
oconpied
by
Fred
H.
Leslie,
rose
early
Later
she
will
enjoy
an
onting
at
ern avenue left Sunday for a week’s
4
0
Maine park, Fairfield went to pieces | Orontt, 3b
according
to
his
nsnal
onstom
for
a
trip, driving through Lincoln county Peak’s Island.
8
1
Reeve,
the
fifth
inning
and
Watervllle
6
1
to Boothbay Harbor where they will
Merton Boiiney of this city has sold morning walk. He was passing down scored fonr rnns on hits and rrrors. Eeady, of
4
Oonrov, lb
10
visit Mi;^. Laura Bimpsou.
to Merton and Carroll Webber of Fair- Main street and stopped for a brief The following inning was almost as Roderick,
If
6
1
chat with John Lnblow, who reisdes
field
one
of
the
eight-weeks-old
Vilbou Pomerlaen has bought of W.
4
13
bad, and three more were added to Oowing, 0
at
346
Main
street,
next
the
railroad
41
T. Reynolds the block in which is French bull paps, sirCd by Poulat of track. Mr. Beanohene started to con- the tally while Fairfield made one Latimer, rf
4
Corcoran, 3b
1
located the Smith shoe store. Owing the Kennedy kennels in Everett, tlnne on aown the street as the train more in the eighth making the final MoDnffv,
4
p
0
Mass.,
which
were
recently
exhibited
to existing leases the present tenants
was approaching. He stepped onto score Waterville 9; Fairfield, 4.
will continue to occupy the building liere.
Totals
37 9 10 14 37 9 4
The star of the game was Oonroy.
the track directly in front of the
for the present.
William Bonndy sold his livery train, which was then some distance He is a Sampson with the stick, get-1
FAIRFIELD.
ab bh tb po a e
Miss Emma L. Holmes of Vanoe- stable Friday to W. P. MoOlnre, and away and not going at a fast rate of ting two singles, a two- bagger and a >
4
1 0 10 0 1
boro, who has been on a three weeks’ the latter look possession Friday even speed, as it ha^jnst started from t^e three-base hit. He hit the nail every ] Sherlook, 3b
8
0
4 3 8
visit to frieods in Waterville and vi ing. The stable has always been welll station. The engineer saw Mr. Besn- time np exi^ept the fifth, when Traes- Taylor, It
4
0
0
0
patronized
and
nuder
the
new
pro
cinity, left Saturday for Honl4
1
8
3 CLEMENTINA GONZALES.
ohene step back as if he were fiware dale purposely gave him fonr balls Rice, SB
4
Allen,
rf
1
0
prietorship
promises
to
ooutiune
in
0
OF CENTRAL AMERICA,
that
he
oonld
not
have
reached
with
a
tou where she will pass a week, be
of the train’s approach, but was' hor
4
Edwards, o
4
0
0
ten-foot
beau
pole.
Oowing
made
two
prosperity.
fore retnrning to her home.
RESTORED TO HEALTH.
rified to see him remain with one
4
0
0
I
J
1
Trnesdale, p
The bnsiuess men's class of the foot on the rail. He blew the whistle hits. MoDnffy again proved a puzzle olark 3b
4
3
3
After next Saturday night tlie Wiso|
PE-Rt-NA THE REMEDY
1
0
0
0|
oasset, Waterville & Farmington rail First Baptist Sunday school enjoyed a eeveral times sharply anfl S9t tJie to the left handed hitters on the | Reed,’of
1
1
8
01 ’ Miss Clementina Gonzales, Hotel Proroad will rnn a special train from picnic Monday evening at .Oakland, brakes, but Mr. Beanohene turned Fairfield team. He kept the hits of Kehoo, of
the Fairfield boys well scattered, and j
Winslow to Weeks Mills for the bene Supper was enjoyed on the veranda of directly into the train.
34 16 6! Vlncia, Guatemala, O. A., in a reoent
86
6
f Watervllle
fit of those wlio have cottages along Messalonskee hall, after which Blais1 0 0 4 0 0 X—9 ! letter from 347 Cleveland Ave,, Chicago,
He was struck by the pilot and was in the game all the time.
Bradley opened.the game by walking Fairfield
0 1 0—4 111., writes:
1 0
1 1
the line, The special will leave at 11J dell’s steamer was chartered for a sail dragged a distance of 53 feet before
Earned rnns—Waterville, 1; Fairnp the lake.
••I took Peruna fora worn-out con^
o’clock.
the forward wheel of the pony track to first. Sherlook sacrificed, and Tay j field,
1. Two-base hits—Kehoo, Me-'
I was so run down that / could
Workmen
were
engaged
in Mr. and Mrs. George Getcheli are oangbt him, and his right leg passed lor made the second oat to Eeady^ Duffy, Conroy. Three-base hit—Con-i ditlon.
not sleep at night, bad no appetite and
who
has
been
placed
in
the
field
to
I roy. Saorifloe hits—Reeve, Sherlook. telt tired la the morning.
sounding across the Sebastioook river j passing a vacation of two weeks at beneath the wheels. The train was
Saturday for the extension to the pipe Owls Head. They drove throngh in made np of bnt two oars, and was enable Conroy to play his regular po- i Bases on bails-Off MoDnffy, Bradley,
••I tried many tonics, but Peruam
sitionat first. Then Latimer, another ' Sherlook; off Xruesdale, Orontt, was the only thing which helped me hi
line of the Kennebec Water district, j order to enjoy the scenery between stopped a few feet farther on.
!
Reeve,
Oonroy.
Struck
out-By
MoThe material for the crib work of the ^ Waterville and their destination. Dnr- Mr. Beanohene was oonsoiona when new man, muffed a flv, and Bradley Duffy. Bradley, Sherlook, Taylor, the least After! had taken but a halt
Keixoe , '! Mt much better. I continued
ooffer dam was being hauled and ing Mr. Getobell’s absence his ten- picked np. He spoke several times. scored. Allen was out, OorMian to Bice,'Trne8dale’. Clark, Reed,
Its use tor three weeka and ! was com»
everything was being put in readiness cent team will be driven by O. P. A ladder was brought and on this im Oonroy. In Waterville’s half.T Trnes- by Trnesdale, Orontt, MoDnffy
pletely
restored to health, and warn
provised stretcher he was taken to the dale struck out Keady, and Reeve Stolen bases, Watervllle, 4; FairHeld. able to take up my studies whlch.1 had
for the work.
Richardson.
».JW, »hlU
™
o..
I been forced to drop. There Is nothingThe band concert at Monument park j John Barnes, the Innatio who es- honse of Mr. Lnblow, and Drs. Boyer, at first by Trnesdttle. Conroy hit and
I better than Peruna to build up thn
Goodrich
and
Towne
were
called.
Wednesday evening proved of more oaped from the Insane hospital at An, system. "—Clementina Qoazales.
Reeve scored.
The
rigtb
foot
was
oompletely
severed
than the usual interest and pleasure gogta several weeks ago, and is at
Address The Peruna Medicine Clo.,
Edwards,
the
first
man
in
I of Columbus, Ohio, for instruotlvo free
to the large crowd that assembled, i^rge somewhere in this vicinity, was by a long diagonal out frem three second filed out to Oorooran, and Mo- j
I lit.p.raturo on catarrh.
All the numbers were well selected, ' ggen in Winslow Friday. Thefe were inobes below the knee to the ankle.
Duffy struck out Trnesdale and later It Was the Third Successive Victory
and several were popular selections | rnnaors of his capture on the street in The left ankle was broxen, and there
Reed after Olark had hit. There was p^jj. tyjjterville and the Series Is Wow 1
from the new mnsio. The ever popuafternoon, but so far as the ^yreie also tyro bad onts on the head nothing doing In Fairfield’s half
lar “Hiawatha” was played with jhave been able to ascertain he and another on the shoulder.
Even.
The injured man was removed to either.
mnob spirit, as a reminder of similar jg g^jn
liberty,
Two infield flies and a strike nailed Five straight liits, three of them
his home in Snells’ ambnlanoe, and
flue concerts in the past. The con-'
Fairfield in the third, Orentt opened two-baggers, netted four rnns for Company H. Retains Hill Cup and Oats
The
publishers
of
The
Waterville
upon
examination
the
physioians
be
oert closed at 9 80 with a snappy
no the Waterville side of the inning Waterville in the third inning, SatnrMail wonld like to seonre a oopy of lieved that he will recover.
march.
a prize At Regiment Shoot.
the paper of the date of Ang. 34, 1904 The flagman who is nsnally at this with a hit to left field. Reeve saori-1 day at the Oeutral Maine park, and
There was a clean slate in the to complete the files of the office as crossing does not go on duty nntil floed Keady reached first on Orontt’s accomplished the defeat of Fairfield,
The members of the rifle team of
mnnioipal oonrt Saturday. This that issue is missing. If any subsori- later in the morning than the time out at third. Then the mighty Oon- althongh the visitors did not then Oompany H,
Second regiment,
Btatemeni is becoming ' so frequent'I her or reader has a copy of the paper
roy stepped to the bat and l^iooked cease scoring and it looked in the National Guard ot the State of
when train 416 passes.
that it is a bit tiresome to hear it, yet |
the ball almost into the track beyond eighth as if the score might be tied, i Ma'ne, arrived home Friday evening
it bespeaks a highly gratifving
a great favor if they wUl send it to
center field. Keady soored. Roder The final tally was 8 to 6, making from Brnnswiok, where they reached
BASEBALL NOTES.
dition of affairs in Waterville. In the j
iok was out on a fly catch by Olark. Fairfield’s third snooessive defeat, and fourth plaoe in the regimental ‘^hoot
Now we’re even.
midst of a race meeting which >8 tg made complete,
Score, Waterville, 3. Fairfield, 1. H potting both teams on an equal basis I and as a resnlt of their aggregate
Oonroy is very evidently at home on
brought to Waterville people from
The fourth inning saw something of four games won and four games soores retain for another year the
many sections of the state and even j The Rev. J. W. Sparks, who was first base, and fields like the veteran doing for Fairfield. Bice drove the lost.
! Kennebec oennty oup,
otherwise
from ontside the state, nobody ap-1 rector of St. Mark’s church in this that he is. He failed to have the hit ball to Latimer, but it was a hot one Orawford was in the box for Water . kuwon as the Oaptaln J. Frederick
peared on the street sufficiently intoxi- city for ten years, will not visit Wa- ting streak Saturday whioh made him and the latter, while making a good ville, and altliongh only eights hits : Hill trophy.
oated to disturb the public peace.
terville en rente to his camp at the star of the game Friday,^at stop of it was nnable to throw the were made off Iiim, they were nearly I The following is the summary of
there will be something doing the
There was a meeting of the commitrnnner ont. MoDnffy failed to handle all long ones and oonnied for a good j the work of the Waterville boys:
tee on claims in the city building'
He and Mrs Sparks are to sail next time that be goes np against Edwards’ gronnder qniokly enongh, deal. As nsnal, the most hits were
200 YARDS.
' for England the middle of this month, Fairfield.
8 4 6 4 4 6 8—28
made off the Fairfield pitchers who in ’ Llent. Pepper
Friday evening. Three
and
with
Edwards
out.
Rice
came
in
4 8
4-27
One of the hardest players on on a oanght fly by Latimer. A hit the present iustauco Iiappened to be Lient. Aldeu
np before the oommittee for adjnst- to visit relatives. His son, the Rev.
' Sergt. Lincoln
3 4
4—37
ment. That of N. W. Downs for in Wm. Albert Sparks and family are either team ip Edwards. He goes and a passed ball failed to bring any Robinson and Kehoe. In the third Sergt. MoAlary
4 8
4—37
ooonpying
the
camp.
after tbd foal flies under a full bead scores to Waterville in this inning.
inning Robinson,in attempting to field Oorpl. DodRe
juries alleged to have been received
4 6
4—36
8 8
4—25
Robert Bowker, the vetrean fisher ot steam, and sdthongh he has had
on Abbott street was oontinned to
Reed opened the fifth with a two- ont Oowing, who was rnnning in from : Sergt. Lnut
4 8
8—38
his catcher^
oatohetj Ed Private Freman
Monday evening', pending the view man, returned Monday morning from a some hard look be has oaptnred some bagger. He stole second, and the third, collided with Ills
ing of the street by the members of fishing trip to Obina Lake with Henry balls that bad “impossitle” written crash was awaited with a sbndder. wards and received a blow 'in the jaw
Total
183
the oommittee; The claim of Henry Britton knd son and bore with him on them in big letters when they Bradley made a soratoh bit. Sherlook that knocked him oompletely ont. No
600 YARDS.
Bntler for injnries received by reason evidence of his nsnal luck and skill. started to ohase the swallows.
4 4 6 4 4 8—38
stmok ont, and Nick Taylor reached one felt worse about the aooident than Lient. Pepper
4 4 4 4 6-88
of an alleged defect in the sidewalk He has had displayed in the store
Edwards, who appeared to be nnlnoky Lient. Alden
first
bnt
Reed
was
ont
at
the
plate
RACE AT THE COLISEUM.
Sergt.
Lincoln
4
8 4 6 4—3
on Tioonio street was allowed by the window of Hanson, Webber & Dnnall
throngh
the
game.
Kehoe
went
on the play. While Rice was striking,
Sergt. Lnn^
4 6 8 3 4—36
oommittee, while a similar claim ham today 100 white peroh, some The secret of what the great English Oowing forgot that there wm a man into the box for Fairfield, as “Josh” Sergt. MoAlary
3 4 4 6 3—34
lbs. as novelty race is was solved Saturday on third and threw to second to catch required the servioes of a phyeioian to ' Oorpl. Dodge
presented by Llewellyn Green was of the largest weighing
3 4 3 4 4 4—34
night for a large crowd of Waterville Taylor. Bice came in. Waterville’s bring him too.
Private Freeman
08 8 3 8 4—19
proof of bis nsnal fish story.
dismissed.
^
poeple. At nine o'clock the throng half there was a walkover. The head
The
star
hitting
of
the
game
was
Overseer of the Poor Gironx is fre
The benefit game for the Oolby OolTotal
178
quently asked whether he has any lege athletic assooiation which wm of skaters fonnd places along the sides of the batting order was at bat for done by MoLellan, and he also did
The
aggregate
team
total,
ae
will
be
use for oast off clothing in his work. to' have been played Wednesday of and 16 men entered for the contest. WaterviUe. lOrontt walked. Sberlook some olever foot work, getting over seen by adding the total at each range,
They
were
directed
to
skate
aronnd
muffed “Brick” Reeve’s fly, and then the ground in good shape and beating 18 861. This gave Oompany H fourth,
Mr. Gironx desires Tue Mail to state this week has been postponed to
that all snoh donatisnsoan be disposed Wednesday t>f-next week, owing to the oonrse nntil at the sound of a threw wild letting in Orontt bnt Bice the ball by a ‘ good margin in the place, as told above and with it a
,
..
of to the betterment of hard oironm- the game Wednesday with Portland at whistle they shonld endeavor each to made good on a grounder that oame to sixth. He also made a pretty oatoh
°
i
» -u a
j
t
Btanoes in scores of instanoes. There Portland. The rubber game between seat'himself in one of the 16 chairs him from Keady. It was not oon- in left field. Edwards played a whlYrlwhioh
were
lined
np
every
other
one
wlnd
game
and
had
the
sympathy
of
a
.
,,,
,,
sidered advisable by Trnesdale to give
are families too prond to accept money Waterville and Fairfield to decide
.
.
.
ment ranked as follows: Oo. F of
aid from the city who wonid readily which team shall'take the lead will facing the skaters. The one failing Oonroy any kind of a show, so ao- good many when he was out «atiJithe (Dover, 386: Oo L. of Uonlton, 876;
to
get
a
seat
was
to
leave
the
race.
t
tr
I
accept clothing, and clothing thus be plaved on Thursday of this week
oordingly fojir balls were thrown so plate by the top-notoh relay\ fielding' Oo. B of, Lewiston,
366; Oo H. ot
given to the overseer will relieve instead of Wednesday. Followers of So the men started and when the order far out that even with his excessively ?!
I Waterville, 361; Oo. G of Bangor,
' 335; Oo. K of Farmington, 343 ; Oo. I
considerable hardship and suffering the games shonld note the change of oame they restarted, and when they long reach he was nnable to touch « "hort then to Oowing at the
the coming winter. These who are the nsnal day of the Waterville-Fair. arrived-(he chairs started and then them. The crowd went fairly wild, i The summary folllows:
I of Eastport, 399; Oo. M of Angnsta,
the langhiug started.
WATERVILLE.
now picking over their ol^ olothing field game.
and about 300 kids and rooters near \
' 396; Oo. A of Gardiner, 298; Oo. E of
After
14
rounds
with
the
Bneoessive
ab r bh tb po a
the indges stand set np snob a raoket
wonld do well to select -etioh gar
3
Skowhegau. 379; Oo. D of Lwiston,
State Entomologist Hltohings is to rolling, rnnning, and piling np of the that Starter Dorrithy was forced to Ofontt, 8b1
4 k 0 0 3 1
ments as are reasonably whole, and
373;
On. O of Bath, 841.
Reeve,
ss
4
8
3
3
8
4
be
at
Squirrel
Island
and
Portland
a
diminishing group of rivals accom plead for a cessation of the noise so
drop a oard to Mr. Gironx, stating
6 0 1 1 1 1
Keady. of,. P
portion
of
this
week
to
investigate
the
panied
by
the
roar
of
the
andience
that he oonld oarry on the races. A Oonroy, b
6 0 1 1 7 0
the address of the person desiring to
OPPORTUNITY E.OR WORTHY
6 1 1 3 1 0
if
give the olothing, and he will call for moth oonditions. A nest of brown only one chair remained for two men hit by Roderick soored Reeve and
1
4 1 8 8 8 1
CHARITY.
it at once. This is where charity be tail moth eggs reoently received by to sit in. William Yonug got this another by Oowing was similar aid Oowing, 0 rf, of
4 1 3 8 1 0
him from Bar- Harbor is proof that winning the first prize. His last op' to Oonroy. Roderick oame in on an
gins at home.
4
11Oorooran,
2b
1
1
1
3
Interested rarties have informed
4 0 0 0 3 3
One of the visitors in the olty from some of the last fall nests escaped ponent was Arthur Bowden of Water* error. Latimer was assisted ont by, Orawford, P
The Mail that there is a bright, intel
destmotioD
at
that
plaoe,
in
oonseville
who
secured
second
money
0 0 0 0 0 0
Trnesdale and Reed did a good obore Herd, p
Brnnswiok was glancing carelessly
ligent lad, four years old and of at
0 0 0 0 0 u
over the crowd at the Central Maine qnenoe of which another crop of moth After them in next to the last heat for Fairfield by oaptnriug uorooran’s
tractive
disposition and appearanoe,
nests
mast
be
expected
this
fall.
Pro
had oome Isaiah Hoskins who won the fly. Score: Waterville, 6; Fairfield,
park Friday morning, when he oanght
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Hltohings
will
be
present
at
the
third
prize.
a glimpse of a famj|liar face. IMfas
8.
FAIRFIELD.
olothes, toys, playthings, eto., and it
Wlthoat Riving the judges time to
The sixth saw some tidy fielding on
tliat of a man who bad secured money series ot farmers’ iustitates to disonss
ab bh tb po a
was thought that if the people of the
insect
pests,
which
will
constitute
a
annonuoe
*,tbe
winners
the
skaters
6
the part of Waterville. Allen oraoked Bradley, lb
10
from him some time ago on false pre
oity
knew of the oase tliore are many
6
8
0
tences, and for whom a warrant, all valuable feature of these gatherings. rnsbed on the floor to resnme their the ball sharply and a hot liner hit Sherlook, 3b
Qjfamiliee
who would gladly oontribnte
Taylor,
if
4
1
Three was a big crowd of peojile at active sixirt.
MoDnffy on the foot. He oonld not Bioe, SB
ready to plaoe in the hands of an
0 the needed artiolee from their abun
6
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night
closed
a
well
at
find the ball for an instant, bnt re- Allen, rf
offloer for service, was at that very the Maine Central station Monday
6
1
dant supply. Mrs. Leslie, the police
6
of
them
arrived from tended week for the rink. In spite of covered himself, and threw a blt. Edwards, 0
7
instant reposing' in the visitor’s Most
matron
ot the oity, will oall at the
3
1
pocket He walked nearer, taking Good Will on the Skowbegan train, the other attractions offered elsewhere wildly to Oonroy, who made hia I Trnesdale, of
homes
of
any who may wish to donate
O^k’ 8b
4
0
good oare to keep out-of sight. Max and were waiting td* transfer to train the high order of entertainment and famons one-handed oatoh. “Briok” Bnbinson, p
any
of
tiiese
articles for the little fel*
1
0
ing Anre that It lyas the man he 64 over the main line. Another large social exercise given to the fre Reeve also oame in for a share. in Kehoe, p
3
1
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If
they
will
let her know, or any
wanted, he approached Offloer Fortier party consisted of horsemen going to quenters of the Oollsenm seonres a honors, by oatobing a bard fly off Ed
snoh
may
leave
oontributious at the
Totals
88 69 16 37 11 4 rooms of the Watervllle Woman’s As
and explained the sitnatlon to him. Lewiston, where they will partioi-. generous patronage. The increasing wards. HoDaffy strnok Trnesdale
Watervllle
1 0 4 0 0 3 0 0 1—8
It was not thought ^visable to create pate in the laoes there this week. In popularity of this pleMore resort evi out Waterville oontinned to lay it Fairfield
0 1 1 0 8 0 1 1 0-6 sociation and they will be promptly
a scene by making (an arrest in the the freight yard there wm eon- dences its deserved appreciation liy the on, and to give Fairfield a tMte Earned rnns—Fairfield, 8. Two- given to the boy. Any suitable faifllly
of the same bitter medicine which base bits—Roderick, MoLellan. Three- who may wish to do so can adopt the
nsnal manner, 'and Officer Oarl A. ^derable hnsUing to load .the borm people of WaterviUe.
it baa been administering to Wa base hits—Bradley, Taylor^ Edtrards. lad and he gives every evidenoe of
Weymonth, who is on a two weeks’ oars with their valuable freight,
OHANOS TO EXPLAIN.
mss on balls—Off Orawford, 1 ; off
tervllle.
With one ont a mnffed B
vaoatlon. bat whose oommiision as a bound for the same destination m the
Obannoey M. Depew is said to oarry
Herd, 8; off Eeady, 1; off Robinson,!; being a desirable and worthy boy. ^ j
constable nms on aU the time, was owners and drivers. The horsemen 1600,000 of life innixanoe, bat it is gronnder by Bloe and Slutokford and off Keboe, J. Strnok ont—bv Oraw*
present In oitisens’ olothing and made were onanlmoos in prononnoing OoL round that ha doea not hold any polioy a bit by Keady put two on baMa ford, 6: by Keboe, 1; by Robinson, 1:
Mothers lose their dread for “that
the arrets. The warrant wm return- Morrill’s race meeting one of the most in the Equitable society of wluoh he Oonroy atepped to the willow. The by Kehoe, 4. Stolen bases—Water terrible second lammer” when they
been getting IMjiXX) a year foi:
viUe, 8; Fairfield, 4. Double
have Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild
able to the Bmnswiok oonrt Issning snootssfnl and fairly oondnoted of hM
legal serrioes.’’ Here is another bacM were fnU, and the old sag of Uoe to Bradley. 'Hit ^ ffitoh
Strawberry in the honse. Nature’s
and the man wm taken there for thoM that have been held in this state ohanos for OUiaaaoey to sziiUtin.>- giving him a baee on balla wm not Tmesdals. Umpire, Laikniuer. Time, speoiflo for summer oomplaints of
Portland Argns,
going to work thla timei Two balls, 8 hoars.
%l|hlD reoent years.
arraignment.
every sort.

oood for
anythin^? ^sk your parents,
grandparents, neighbors, your
own doctor. Wo will leave it to
any of them. Best blood medi
C. Aver Co.,
cine. Best
nerve tonic » J.
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STRUCK BY TRAIN.

LOCAL NEWS.

BY A BIG SCORE.

M’DUFFY PITCHED FINELY

the WATERVILLE 8; FAIRFIELD 6.

WINS TROPHY AND PRIZE.
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Rheumatism
Does not let* go of yoa
vrhen you apply loUons or
liniments. It* simply loosens
its hold for a while. Why?
Because to get* rid of it you
must correct* the add con*
dition of the blood on which
ft* depends. Hood*s SarsaIMoilla has cured thousands.

LOCAL NEWS.
Mrs. Frank Bell and daughter
Florence of Boston are visiting Mra
Bell’s brother, George Carbone, 111
College avenue.
Dr. and Mrs. O. G. Banconrt are
receiving oongratnlations on the birth
of a nine-pound boy.
A new plate glass front will shortly
be oonstrnoted to the Perolval mil
linery store. The Procter & Bowie
Co. has the contract.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Fales of
Providence, R. I., were among the ar
rivals Friday morning and will pass
several weeks in this city.
Dean Grace E. Berry of the women’s
division of the college has returned
from Portland, where she went on
business connected with the college.
Word has been received in the city
by relatives and friends announcing
the death of Mrs. Sarah J'. Patterson,
formerly of Waterville, in Mount
Vernon, N. Y., July 24, at the age
of 65 years.
The name of J. E. Poulin of this
city appears in the list of those wlio
passed successfully the examinations
before the Maine Board of Registration
of Medicine and Surgery at the oapitol Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Soates are reoeiving oongratnlations upon the
birth of a daughter Thursday after
noon, weighing seven and one-half
pounds. The little newcomer’s name
is Georgia Edwina.
Miss Mabel F. Raney has left the
employ of the 0. M. Turner Co. as
olerk in the store and 'is jiassing a
vacation of several weeks at Lisbon
Falls. Upon her return she will enter
the L. H. Soper Company’s store in
ft similar capacity.
Mrs. L. E. Hodgdou, who has been
visiting Mrs. Albert Wade, Thayer
court, left Wednesday for her home
ftt Boothbay Harbor. She was ac
companied by Raymond Wade who
will enjoy an onting of two weeks at
Boothbay Harbor.
The Proctor & Bowie Co. has been
awarded the contract for erecting a
new storehouse for the Hollingsworth
& Whitney Co. in Winslow. The store
house will be 200 feet long and 88
feet wide and will be constructed of
wood with a brick fire-wall. The
.**rOr.k 9?
the building will
begin at bliodf
Maine In^iilstrial Journal—C. S.
Humphreys, civil engineer and archi
tect of Madison, has been in Waterville recently, looking over the new
library with a view of building one of
the same nature in Madison. He
stated that Mr. Carnegie had given
$8000 to the town which has been
received and the conditions met so
that the building will be under way
within a few days.
At the meeting of the professorship
committee of Colby College held last
week at Portland, the matter of an
instructor in physical culture was
considered, but no decision reached.
There were a number of candidates,
all with good recommendations and
the selection of the snccesstul candi
date will be determined by correspon
dence.
A blast in Winslow by the Kenne
bec Water District crew put all of the
trunk lines of the Postal Telegraph
Co. out of commission for a time
Wednesday. Logs were used to cover
the blast, and these were blown Into
the air by the force of the explosion
and the wires severed. Lineman M.
J. Heimuger liad his Hands full for
some time,but the lines were in work
ing order in the afternoon.
In aooordaiioo with a recent order
from the postal department at Wash
ington, the post boxes ail over tlie
United States will be painted within
a few weeks. The color is at present
a silver hue, but the department now
proposes to return to ttie color former
ly used, an olive green. The con
tracts will be lot by the government
direct to painters lutsoad of being
sublet to middlemen as formerly.
A new French Canadian society
was formed Wednesday evening. It is
a fraternal insurance society, a snbordinate lodge of the Union Saint John
the Baptist of America. The follow
ing ofidoers were elected: Senior past
president. Dr. J. A. Pinean; junior
past president, Godeon Pioher; presi
dent, Arthur Daviau; vice-president.
Dr. A. Joly; secretary. Dr, L. A.
d’Argy: assistant secretary, Michel
Morin; treasurer, Jules Gamache; col
lector, Jpspeh Mitchell; physicians.
Dr. J. B.'Bernard, Dr. J. A. Plneau;
trustees, A B.. Beny, Joseph Hebert;
master of ceremonies, Fred W. Olair;
marshals, Felif Andet, John Eoderi-

gna.

LOSE ANOTHER.
WaterYllle Drops Fourth Game to Fairfield Wednesday, 4 to 1.

HERD GOOD IN THE BOX.
Hard Luck and Dopey Playing Cause
Defeat—Locals Made No Errors to
Fairfield’s Four—Qot Most Hits But
Could Not Score.

Waterville dropped another notch in
the race with Fairfield by a score of
4 to 1 on the Colby gronnds Wednesday
afternoon, in a game that witnessed
some good and some bad plays on both
sides. "Sammy” Herd went in for
Waterville, and pitched a good game,
all but three of the seven bits being
Boratohes. "Josh"
Robinsou of
Bnoksport was again in front of the
rubber for Fairfield, and made folks
stare at times altbougb the number of
strike outs he got was small and his
total hits amonnted to 10. A new man
on Waterville was Conroy, who is
well known here. He did not wake
up until the sixth, and if he doesn’t
trot faster will ‘ ‘ last quick. ’ ’
The eame opened with Allen at bat
for Fairfield. Corcoran retired him
at first. Sherlock went the same Way
and Keady oaptnred Taylor, Herd
was evidently receiving good support.
Oroutt walked. Reeve saorifleed, and
Oroutt stole second. But Keady
strnok oat, and Allen oaptnred Con
roy’s fly after a hard rnn.
The second inning again saw Fairfield ont in triple order. Roderick
got a safety. Cowing saorifleed, but
‘‘Mao’’ knocked the ball into Rioe’s
fist, and he stepped onto second com
pleting a double play unassisted.
There was a lot of rooting for the
young attorney.
Clark utruok ont at the beginning of
the third. Edwards hit to left field
territory, but was out trying to steal
second. ‘‘Brick’’Reeve made it sure
o^ Robinson, and he expired at first.
Corcoran strnok ont, Herd was as*
sisted ont by Clark, and things looked
a bit brighter when Orontt knocked a
beantifnl bounding grounder for a
single, but ‘ ‘ Briok’ ’ Reeve filed out.
It was in the fourth that the crash
oame, and the opportunity should be
taken at this point to roast Conroy
soundly, and Corcoran in an equal
measure. The writer is not aware
how mnoh these men are getting, but
they certainly did not earn tbelr
money. There must have been a tea
party Tuesday evening. The ball was
knooked. Corcoran suppressed a yawn
with hie glove, and Conroy suddenly
imagioefi that he wae walking home
after the game. The ball dropped be
tween them, six feet from one and
four feet from the other, and they are
still arguing which. That gave first
to "Baggy” Allen. Sherlock made
first because “Sammy” held the ball
too long. Herd hit Taylor with the
fonxth ball, and the bases were full.
Bradley tunked the ball for a two
bagger. There were several ragged
throws which chased the men around
the bases, and the bunch oame gallop
ing home. Three scores I Truesdale
hit the ball for what ought to have
been a safe ont, but a poor try was
made for Bradley by “Briok” Reeve,
and he crossed the plate. Four I
Stakeholders paid over the money to
Fairfield bettors without waiting for
the finish. Rioe filed to MoLellan
and Clark got a base on balls, but was
forced out at second by Edwards. In
Waterville’s half, Keady made a twobagger, but Conroy, Roderick and
Owing were ont .on good fielding.
Score: Fairfield. 4; Waterville. 0.
It looked as tliougli Fairfield was
going to play donkey with Waterville
some more in the fifth, Robinson
hit into the cemetery in right field.
Allen sent anqther fly alter Robin
son’s. Slierlook was ont, hit by a
batted ball from his own stick, Cow
ing played Robinson for an out at the
plate, and Taylor forced out Allen.
With MoLellan out to Truesdale,
Corooran got lilt by the ball, and
wont to first. While Herd was strik
ing ho stole second, and in the at
tempt to field him out, Fairfield did
some b.vd throwing and lie scored.

With Herd out, Oroutt and Reeve got
Boratoh bits, but Robinson made a
good stop off Keady and the inning
was closed. Soore, Fairfield, 4; Wa
terville, 1.
After this both teams steadied down
and played good ball. Fairfield saw
first twice in the following innings
and Waterville got men as far as
second twice and to first three times.
Fairfield dropped into a doze just onoe
in the sixth, when "Biddle’’ MoLel
lan aotnally walked to second when
nobody was looking. Features of this
part of the game were the fielding of
Rioe, the foal fly catch of Edwards,
the star fly oatohes of MoLellan and
Roderick and a fine stop by "Briok’’
Reeve.
The summary follows:
FAIRFIELD.
ab r bh tb po a e
Allen, rf
8 12 2 10 1
Sherlock, 2b
4 10 0 111
Taylor, If
8 10 0 10 0
Bradley, lb
4 1 2 8 10 0 0
Truesdale, of
4000800
Rioe, SB
4 0 1 1 5 2 1
Clark, 8b
8000020
Edwards, o
8011621
Robinson, p
8011040

ITS HOODOO
VANISHES.

CouldnH Eat—
Even Bread Distressed

Groveville, Me., March 20, 1904.
Dear Friends:—
Two years ago I was visiting my
brother, Mr. Wm. D. Soule, of Strong,
Maine. While there I had a very se
vere attack of indigestion, could not
cat even a piece of bread without caus
ing a great deal of distress. My broth
er was taking “L. F.” Bitters at the
time and wished me to try them. I
did so, and before I had taken half a
bottle I got relief, could eat anything
and began to gain in flesh.
Very truly yours,
MRS. LENA C. HILL.
Fine Work Done By Waterville Battery,
A normal, healthy digestion is price
Moore Pitching an Excellent Oame— less. But the True “L. F.” Atwood’s
Bitters has cured hundreds and costs
Sensational Finish and Great Rooting. only
35 cents a bottle at all good stores.

Wateryllle’s Lnck Changes and a Game
Is Won From Fairfield 7 to 6.

WAS AN EXCITING CONTEST

BET A COUCH FREE C'oVaT.

The hoodoo has been banished to
the woods. Perhaps it was the double
rainbow which adorned the sky
Wednesday. At any rate Waterville
won from Fairfield by a score of 7 to
6, Thursday afternoon, or it may have
been the ohanges in the ontfleld.
Send for big premium catalogue.
Totals
81 4 7 8 27 11 4 O’Brien, a new comer who shows aOM.E SVPPI.T 00., 17 Oaa Si., Augusta, Me
WATERVILLE.
good baseball form, appeared at left,
ab r bh tb po a e and made good. Conroy went into
8
0 2 2 0
0 center, where he appeared more at
Oroutt, 8b
8
0 Ij 2 0
0
Reeve, ss
4 0 1 2 11
Keady, lb
0 home, and Roderick was put in right,
4 0 0 0
SMALLEY & WHITE.
0 where he has desired to be placed in
Conroy, rf
4 0 8 3
Roderick, If
0 preference to left since he has been
8 0 0 0
Cowing, 0
0
4 0 11 8 0 0 connected with the team. In the box
MoLellan, of
Corcoran, 2b
3 111 4 8 0 was Moore, who pitched a good game,
1 42 Main.St.
8 0 0 0 1 4 0 and behind the plate was York, the
Herd, p
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Oakland boy who has done some good WATERVILLE
Burns, t
MAINE.
Aho Cl n. Sq , So Bi wick,
Totals
82 1 9 11*26 16 0 work the present season on Masasohusetts teams.
*Sherlook ont hit by batted ball.
and Cen, Ave., Dovei’ N. H.
For Fairfield, Kehoe was in the
tBatted for Herd in tbe ninth.
Fairfield
00040000 0-4 box, while the remainder of the team
Waterville
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0—1
Two-base hits—Bradley, Reeve, was just the same as <t has been for
Keady. Saorifloe hits—Cowing, Reeve. the past few games.
Bases on balls—Off Robinsou, Oroutt; How did it happen? This was the
off Herd, Allen, Taylor. Strnok ont— question that the “fans” asked them
By Robinson, Keady, MoLellan Cor selves after it was all over and (>bey
The only tare,
entirely regeteble remedy'lor ^
tworme in children or adulu. 85o at your drofgiite. ■
ooran ; by Herd, Taylor, Truesdale 2,
PB. J. F. TRUE A CO.* Aubara, Me. M
Clark. Stolen bases—Roderick, Mo were pinbhing themselves to see if
Lellan. Double play—Rioe, nnas- they were not asleep, or whether it
sisted. Hit by pitched ball-r-Ooroorau. was only a dream from which they
Umpire, Emerson. Time, 1.81,
would be rudely awakened. The ex dropped “Brick” Reeve's fly, and
planation seems to be that when un Corcoran scored ou Rilt-edf^ed base
No Buoh thing as "summer oom- fortunate things have happened in the running. Keady went out to Taylor,
plaint” where Lr. Fowler’s Extract previous games they have Happened to hut Orci^tt soored O'Brien and Reeve
of Wild Strawberry is kept bandy. Waterville, while in the game Tfinrs- 'with a dandy hit. Only one more rnn
Nature’s remedy for every looseness day, they happened to Fairfield in- was needed to tie the soore. The exof tbe bowels.
stead. Fairfield’s bad inning was the ! oitement was intense, and the yageighth, when, with the score 6 to 2 in ging was lond and inuessant. The
O’BRIEN WINS.
Fairfield’s favor, five rnns were made, giant Conroy stepped to the bat and
putting Waterville one point ahead of sent a three bagger into the deep onti field- Orontt waltzed in, and pandeBig Crowd Saw Him Defeat Follis at the game.
Waterville started off at a good pace ' mnnium reigned. Later Conroy soored
the Coliseum Thursday Nightat the very beginning of the game,
® wild throw, and the game was
There was a orowd numbering ICOO The new man O’Brien was the first! won. Close fielding in the next innat the Colisenm Thursday evening to hitter, and ho got a single. "Brick” ‘Uganda half shut ont both sides.
witness the race between F. O. Follis Reeve sacrificed. Keady struck out, ' The summary follows:
of Eastport, champion ioe skater of and O’Brien scored on an error by
WATERVILLE.
eastern Maine and champion roller Kehoe. Orontt hit safely bnt was out
ab r bh tb po
4 2 2
skater of the state, and Wililam at second. In Fairfield’s half there O’Brien, If
3
0
O’Brien of Bangor, ex-ohampiou roller was also something doing. Allen
4
2
skater of Maine. Tbe race was won proved a patient waiter and walked. Orentt", 8b
4
2
4
8
by O’Brien by two feet, and proved Moore struck out Sherlock. “Nick’’ Conroy, of
0
8
an exoiting event. The time for the Taylor got a scratch hit and the bases ' Roderick, rf
0
York, 0
4
put out Moore,
five miles was 17 minnles 60 seconds. were filled on an attempted
0
4
..
p
The floor was filled with skaters that failed of results. It was now up Corcoran, 2b
4
2
when shortly after 9 o’clock it was to Moore, and there was a groan of |
34 7 11 18 27 10 3
cleared for the racing. The orowd disappointment when a run was | Totals
FAIRFIELD,
waited in the best of humor while the forced in by giving a base on balls j
ab rb h tb po
preparations for the racing went on. to Rioe, after Truesdale had trade the j
Powdered pnmioe was scattered on the second out to Keady. Clark was ont. Allen, rf
Sherlook, 2b
ourves according to the nsnal onstom, easily at first. Soore: Fairfield, 1; Taylor, If
to prevent slips. Finally all was in Waterville, 1.
Bradley, lb
Conroy is now at home on the Truesdale, of
readiness, and the men took their
Rioe, ss
places at the soratoh. The word was team, as was shown the first time he Clark,
8b
oame
up.
He
whacked
the
ball
to
given and they were off.
Edwards, 0
O’Brien led the first mile, with center field, bnt the Fairfield out Kehoe, p
Follis a foot behind. When the mile fielders were so fast that it counted Totals
88 6 6 10 27 18 8
was oalled. tbe contestants took the only a single. The side was retired Waterville
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 6 0—7
1 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 0—6
ouTve in their previous order, bnt on however without a score. Fairfield Fairfield
tbe straightaway of the other side of was still in the game and a oonple of I Earned runs—Waterville, 8; Fairfield, 2. Two-base hits—Taylor,Bradthe hall from the starting line, Follis two baggers at the opening of its ley.
Three-base hits, Conroy, Tay
half,
together
with
an
error
by
Or
took the lead. He made, no attempt
lor. Sacrifice iiit—Reeve. Bases on
ontt
gave
the
Fairfield
boys
two
balls—Off Moore, Allen,Sherlook, Tayto lap his opponent, bnt maintained
an easy lead with O’Brien following runs. Ic was in this inning that I lor, Rioe; off Kehoe, O’Brien, RoderStruck ont—By Moore, Alleu,
close behind. Neither contestant ap some dirty playing by Fairfield was ; iok.
Sherlook, Braaley, Truesdale, Clark
seen
that
was
entirely
reprehensible,
peared to be patting forth mnoh effort.
'2. Edwards, Kehoe 2; by Kehoe,
The second mile was passed un and the hope is general that nothing Keady, Moore 2. Stolen bases—Water
eventfully. On the first lap of the like it will be seen again this season ville, 3; Fairfield, 8. Doable plays,
third mile, Follis again took the lead Kehoe started to steal and Allen, 1 Taylor 10 Sherlook, York to Sherlook
who was striking, stuck ont his bat
Bradley. Taylor to Bradley. Passed
and O’Brien trailed at his elbow.
ball—Edwards. Umuire, Emerson.
to
prevent
York
from
throwing,
and
The trick was repeated at the comple
Time, 1.45.
tion of the third and again at the end the latter threw wild to seooud. Conroy made a good throw to third and 2 Bnrdook Blood Bitters gives a man
of the fourth mile.
The first lap of the fifth fonud it is claimed that Kehoe knooked Or clear head, an active brain, a strong,
body—makes him fit lor the
O’Brien leading. Follis passed him outt down purposely. The 'uall went vigorous
battle of life.
on the straightaway inst after tlio into the orowd and Kehoe soored.
oompletiou of the fifth lap and held The umpire did. not see the illegal
*rho Hat They
the lead until the ninth lap, when play, and the soore counted.
“Dere’s a lot oIj you tiiio woinon
In the third Waterville was gooseO’Brien again forged ahead. The real
folks,” s-iiU nil old negro preacher at
exoitemeut of the raoe began at this egged and Fairfield made two more, Excelsior Springs one Sunday, ‘‘dat
and the tally now stood Fairfield, 4; comes , to clui’ch an’ sees every hat in
point.
Down the stretohes sprinted the Waterville, 1. In the fourth Keady j do congregashun—every hat hut one,
skaters and coasted the curves. It got a dandy' two bagger and was soored and dat one de Lohd passes right unwas nip and tnok for every iuoh of on Conroy’s hit. There was nothing ' dah yoh nose to’ help In his cause an’
floor space that was passed. The doing in Fairfield’s half owing to j to sabe yoh black souls.”—Kansas City
scorers began to call the number of good fielding. In the fifth and sixth I Journal.
neither side soored, tlie features of |
laps remaining. Three morel
$100 REWARD, $100.
Follis took the ourve and then these two innings being good fielding I
sprinted after O’Brien. Around they by York, Edwards and Taylor, and a | The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
went, bnt there was no difference iu fine oatoh by O'Brien. In the sixth , one
dreaded disease that soieuce has
their positions, only a slight gain in Truesdale threw in from oeuter field, j been able to onre in all its stages, and
For Infants and Ohildiren.
< O’Brien’s lead as the finish line was oompleting a double play at first off j that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
Reeve and O’Brien. Soore, Fairfield, is the only positive cure now known
Grossed.
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
The winning of the raoe by O’Brien 6; Waterville, 2.
a oonstltntional disease, reSherlook soored another for Fair- being
Bears the
was the oooasiou of a loml, burst of
qaires a oonstitntional treatment.
field iu the seventh on a hit by Taylor, Hall’s Catarrh Care is taken internal
Signature of
euthnsiasm.
and Bradley’s two-bagger brought ly, aotiug direotlv upon tbe blood
Taylor home. Fairfield was all and mnoouB surfaoes of ^tlio system,
0.^iSVOX«.X.A..
Iloneatt Retrleveiuent.
thereby destroying the foundation of
B*ui til*
'^•'8 Kind You Hate Always Brughl
Let the touch of asslstuneo offered to tbrongh sooring, having made 6 to the disease, and giving tbe patient
Slgutnra
strength by building up the oonstitiu
tliose who stumble be' freighted with Watorville’s 2;
of
and assisting nature in doing its
such buoyancy, strength and encour Baseball is a peonliar game. With tion
work. The proprietors have so mnoh
agement that It will prove an Impetus. tbe contest apparently hopelessly lost, faith In its curative powers that they
The Kind You Haw Always BovgU It is often In the establishing of one’s the eighth inning opened. Moore offer One Hundred Dollars for any
Amt* the
footing that the balance Is lost—for filed ont to Truesdale, who never ease that it fails to onre. Send for
Slgutaio
tbe lack of poise or some indefinable misaea ’em. Then "Kid" Oorooian list of testimonials.
of
Address:
something. There is Infinitely more made himself the idol of the Watercredit In honeet retrievement than In Tllle rooters by plaoing a neat single F. J. CHENEY A OO.j Toledo, 0,
^Id by Draggists, 76o.
TiNKiMYouJiNjmnBolitU Jbe even rot ot rnoral being and conjnit vfhere Fairfield (mold not get at lUe Hall’s In^iy Pills for oonstlttnoanca.—Mew Orieens Timsft-Dento- It. O’Brien walked. "Baggy" Allen patlon.
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The Kind You Have Always Bought
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TKAINS I.EAVE WATER
V1LLE8TAT10N.

GOING EASY.
].27*. m. rtslly for Bimnor, Par H»rbor, week
Uaj Bu lur
Old Town
w* iluckBiiort, Ellsoorth,
|.i|, v*.U
XOWD.
W....WVVV V, Aro^'swok^
-oM/vw wuiiej',
VTmsniDiriot
Vancebo^,
county, Washln^toti

o.,uiity, St Joliu, 8t. Slephen and HBlifaz
Does not run beyond Han-or on Sundaynex
cept to Bur H 1 bor »i d WaBhlngton Co. B. R
8.29 a. m. (KxpreBB dat y) with Bleeping car for
Uttugur,
Culula
end Bar Harbor.
An B.
n m.
... 'or Skowl
Ul.I egan, (mixed).
6.00
■
" -'Bt, llartland,
II • ■ Lexter,
^
7. a. m. for
Belt'Bt,
Dover

and Fo’croft. Greenville and Bangor.
9.10 a. m. (ni'xed) tur Belfaet.
9 60 H. m. for Falrfleld and Skowtaegan,
9 62 a. m. lor Bangor, Ellawortb, Bar Harbor
and Southwest Harbor.
10.10 a. m. (Suudu) B only) for Bangor and Bar
Harbor
10 0.S a. m. (Sundays only) for Skowbagan.
lAO p. ni. (K.'tpreBB) for Bangor, Bar Harbor.
St. Stephen, Si. John and Halifax, connects al
Newport for Moosebead Lake, at Bangor for
Wttsnln ton Co. and B. & A. R. R.
8.20 p. m. for Biti.gar, Buoksport, Bb'- Hsrbor.
Old Town a d Greenville, DMly to Bangor
and Bar Harbor.
“
4.16 p. m. for Belfast, Dover, Foxcroft, Bangor.
Oi l Town, Uioenvlllo and Matawamkeag.
4.10 p. m. for Falrfleld and Skowhegan.
8.20 p. m. for Skowbegan.

GOING WEST.
1.6Sa. m. dally for Portland and Boston.
6.60 a. m. for Portland via Lewiston.
6.00 a. m. tor Barn, Rock aud, Lewiston, Farm
ington, Porilund, B'lston, White Mountains.
Montresl, Quebec, Buffalo and Chicago.
8.00 a. m. for Uaklai.d an i Bingham.
8A6 a. m. f r Onkland, Faroungton, PbllllpB,
Lewiston, l.'anvllle Junction and Portland.
8.67 a. m dally f r Augusta, Lewlsion, Portland and B >ston, connecting at Portland week
days for Fabyan. snd Lane 'Stor.
10.06a. nr (Sundays only) lor Augusta, Lewis
ton, Bath. PoriLnU an.1 B ston, with parlor
car for Boston.
12.25 n. ni. fo,- Oaklnnd, WUthrop, Lewiston.
Portland and Boston.
1.46 p. m. lor Oakland
2A0 p. m. for Portland, Lewiston anr) Boston
via Augusta, North Conway, Fabyans, Mont
real, Buffalo anu Chicago.
•JM p. m. f.)r Oakland, Lewiston, Portland and
Bost. u via Lewiston.
".25 p. m (Express) for Portland, and Boston,
with p rior car for Boston connects at
Brunswick for Lewiston and Rocklard.
4.10 p. m. for Oaklanrl a’d Somerset R. R.
6.20 p. m. dally Sundays Inc uded, for Lewist in, Portland, Bostnn, and except Saturdays
for Now York. Through parlor car to Boston,
thr.iugli Bleeping car to Now ' ork.
5.25 p. m. (Sundays only) for Augusta, Bruns
wick ard Poitland.
6.35 p. m. for Augusta and South Gardiner,
10,02 p. m. for Lewiston, Batl), Portland and
Boston, via Augusta, with Pullman sleeping
car dally for Boston including Sundays.
D lly excursions for Falrfleld 10 cents; Oak
land, 80cents. Sat., Mon, excursion 20 cents;
Skowhegan, $1.00 round trip.
GEO. F. EVANS, VlcePres. & GenM Msnager.
F.E. BOOTHBY, Portland, Me., Gcu’l Passen
ger & Ticket Agent.

Eastern Steamship Co.
KENNEBEC DIVISION.
Commencing Monday, June 12, 1906, steamers
leave Gardiner at 8.36, Richmond at 4.30, Bath at.
6, and Popham Beach at 7 p. m., daily, except.
Sunday, for Boston.
Returning steamers leave Union Wharf, Bos
ton, daily, except Sunday, at 6 p. m. for all
River Landings
Rail and Electric lines connect at Gardiner to
and from Hallowoll an I Augusta.
All cargo, rxo-jpt Live Stock, via our steamers,,
is lUBured against Are and marine risk.
8. A. CUBE, Agent, Gardiner, Maine.

PORTLAND DIVISION.
PORTLAND AND HOSTON LINE.
Supherb new steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India Wharf,
Boston, dally, except Sunday, at 7 p. mAdditional Sunday trips.
■ CAmmen Ing -Tune llth, 1905, from Portland'
at 8 p m. and from Boston at 7 p m.
J. F, LISCOMB, Agent. lYunklln, Wharf,
Portlnnd, Me.
All cargo,'except Live Stock, via our steamers,.
Is Insured against Are and marine ilsk.
CALVIN AUSTIN, V. P. & Gen’l Manager.

WATERVILLE SAVINGS BANK
I'S.if AIN «T.. 'WATICKVILI.K
TvnsTEES—G. Enanff, J, W, Bassett, Geo. E..
Boutelle, Dana P, Foster. Howard 0. Morse, John.
A, Vlgue, Charles E. Duren.
Deposits of one dollar an>l upwards, not exoeed
log two thonsaud dollar* In all, reoeiveil and pnt.
on Interest August, November, February and
May first..
No tax to be paid on deposits by depositors.
Dividend-made In May andNoyember and 11
not withdrawn are added to deposits and interest
Is thus oomponnded twice a year.
Office In Savings Bank building; Bank open
daily from 9 a.m. to 12.80 p.m.. and lAO to SAO"
p.m.
C. Kmacpit, President
E. R. Dbuhmoiid, Tt.
WATBRTILLK LODGE NO.S, A. O. D. W
Regnlar Meeting at. A. O.U. W Ball
Arnold block.
Second and Fonrtb Tuesdays of each Hontlh
at 7BO P. M.

K

Caveat^ and Trade-Marks obtained and all Fat*;
ent business conducted for Moocratc Tecs.
Our Oppicc is Oppositi; u. 8. PATsrtTOffice
and wecanrocuro patent iU less time loon those^
remote frera V/*:rh:5£:tc*i,
,
I Send moduif draniog or pnoto., witk descrip-<|
tIon, We odvi.se, if patcutablc cr not, free of'
charge. Our (cc not due till patent is secured, (
A Pamphlet, “
Obtain Patents,” with'
cost o? same in the U, S, and fu^cign countries*

sent free,

Add.’css,

iC.A.'SIMOif^aCO.
i

OPP. PATTNT OFM'^C, WAHH MOFON. O. C.

l^NNEBBO COUNTY—In Court of Probate
hUd at Augusta on the four'll Monday of Ju'y,
1906.
Sarah J. Boynton, widow ofJohnT. Boynton
late of Oakland In said County, deceased,
having iiresented her application for allowanco out of the personal estate of said deceased:
OUDEUBU, That notice th Tcof bo given threo
weeks successively. In the Waterville Mall,
rrlnted lu Waterville It said County, 'hat alt
persons Interested may attend at a Probate
Court to bo held at Augusta, ou tbe second
Monday of August next, and show cause. It any
they have, why the prayer ot said petition
stinaM not be granted. «
O T. STEVENS, Juilg*.
Attbbt; W. a. NBWC0.1IB, Register.- 63w
KENNEBEC COUNTV. In Court of Probate
hold at Augu-ta on tbe second Monday ot July,
1906.
Flora E Reed, widow of Sydney E. Reed,
late ot Waterville In said County deceased.
having picseutod her appllcatbn for nllowance
out of the pe ,0DHl esi ate of said deceased:
OBDBBBD, That notice thereof bo given three
weeks suqoosslve'v, In the Waterville Mall
printed In Waterville In said ooun'y, that all
. ersons Interested may attend at a Frobaio
Court to bo held at Augusta, on the second
Monday ot August next, and show cause. If any
they have, why the prayer ot said ^tiaon
should not be granted.
.... i
G. T. STEVENS, Judge.
ATTBST; W. a NEWCOMB. Begletor. fll-Sw

Administrator’s Sale of
Real Estate.
Pursuant to a lioense g anted me by Q T.
Steven*. Judge of Probate for Kennebeo county,
the IStb day of ^bruary, 1906, Iihall (ell at
____________
to loBowtQg
real eiUta, on Frtpublic
auction the
1
.ay, Beptember 1, 1906. atLSOjp. m., being for
mat the proptuty of Awsla J. H. Conneli, late
ot watorrtUa, eltnated li) Boarboro, He., a part
beliig loioWB aa ihb-DoiffuU
jSStHTCM, AdmliMttntor.

WHAT SHE PLAYED.

A COSTLY BREAKFAST.
^phen Bars* were 'Wortli Tbelt
^elarbt In Gold la San Franelaco.

The Last Mnalc That Theodore Thoaiaa Heard on Barth.

I

I

SPECIALISM IN LAW.

ROMAN DICE THROWING.

^he Solicitor and the Barrister ta
Our Local Practice.

0*vlc«« OMd to Prevent Pmnd In
the Dnye of the Caeoara.

||i QQT THE FIRST PLATE.
Johnar Had It Olatehed, bat He Bad
,
te Let Oo,

KIDNEY JROUBLES

The number of dice used was three,
President Roosevelt, on one of his licreasfig Amone Womci, Bflt
During the last Illness of Theodore
In this countiT nearly every student
Hens’ eggs were worth tlieir weight
hi**K0ld *'wrltel''*^oinarH'FarTsh^hi Thomas, although he was not at any admitted to the bar Is under the Im- being marked with a minimum of one bunting tours In the Adlrondacks,
Safferers Weed Wot Despair
and a maximum of six spots. The most spent a very long day In restless pur
^ -V..1—'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I time unconscious or delirious, he hardpresslon that there Is in him the more
«ne of his stories of the very early, ,
fortunate
throw,
called
venereus
by
than
possibility
of
a
great
trial
lawyer.
suit
of
big
game.
At
bis
urgent
re
days In San Francisco. A couple of
“»tlced the members of his family
Cicero and baslllcus by Plautus, was quest the guide conducted the party THE BEST ADVICE IS FREE
young men who had recently landed j
bedside. Having read accounts of brilliant cross
examinations and successful addresses when the dice showed three scnlones,’ to the nearest Inn the wilderness af
Put
one
morning
he
seemed
to
be
bet
Of all the diseases known, with which
from Tennessee dropped Into Aldrich’s
to juries, be has In mind that he Is en or eighteen spots. The gravity of the forded.
tho female organism is afflicted, kidney
ter.
for breakfast one morning. Not being
Amusement was created In the presl disease i.s the most fatal, and statistics
He made little Jokes with the doctors tirely competent at the outset to try losses depended naturally upon the
aware of the rarity and consequent
the most complicated and difficult amount of money at stake and the fines dential party when the chief executive, show that this disease is on the increase'
prices of eggs In California and having and his sons and talked about his
cause. Unfortunately as to many who that were paid when the dice showed whose identity had been kept a se among women.
five dollars still left with which to pay W’hlte mountain home. At 12 o’clock
cret, was given, a sent at the family
ore not qualified for that work It Is one or more bees.
he
seemed
tired.
The
editor
of
his
for breakfast for two, they calmly or
It is difficult to explain what skill board. It was increased when huge
only after very many years and after
autobiography
says
that
he
sank
into
dered their usual breakfast of eggs and
dreamy state, and then roused him- ' considerable experience at the expense had to do with such a game. Still Isi portions of corned beef and cabbage
toast. When the bill was presented tlie aself
to say to his wife in a lingering, ' of litigants and the' public. If at all, dore describes how Inveterate gamblers were passed from the head of the
young gentlemen saw, to their con
ecstatic
voice:
..
j that tliey ascertain that tliey have not conld succeed In throwing tlie six and table, where sat the host The first
sternation, that the amount was $10.
“I
have
hud
a
beautiful
vision—a
j the peculiar aptitude necessary to the In avoiding the unit. In a graffito at | pinto to make Its appearance was
They had only $5. W’hat was to bo
beautiful vision!”
successful trial lawyer. In the mean Pompeii an honest player congratulates heaped very high. It reached a small
done?
Then
ho
drifted
off
Into
silence.
time not only have clients suffered, but himself for having gained a good sum boy and got no furtlier. The president
After a consliltatlon together It was
Plautus sighed to express his envy and disap
His
wife
thought
he
was
tired
and
the business of the courts has been re of money without fraud.
decided that one of them should remain
dwells oii^these dishonest practices, to pointment.
went
downstairs
to
luncheon,
but
chleftarded
to
a
very
serious
extent
by
the
while tlie other weAt out to look for
"Johnny,” exclaimed the host sharp
avoid which several Instruments were
Colonel Gift, an olcr time friend whom I ly with the-purpose'of leaving him to lack of adaptability on the part of the Invented, such ns the horn and > the ly, “that ben’t fer you; thet be ter the
j
rest,
lie
had
given
her
a
chime
of
practitioner
us
well
as
by
lack
of
ex
they knew to be In the city. The colo
stranger.”
' bells, to be used In summoning the perience, since it Is Impossible that ev frlUllus
nel was soon found, who, after hearing
Much to the amusement of all, the
It seems, however, that these Instru
I
family
to
meals,
and
because
of
his
ery
man
admitted
to
the
bar
shall
have
the story of his young friend and ask
ments did not always fulfill their pur president seized the rim of the plate on
1
Illness
they
had
never
been
rung
lu
the
the
opportunity
to
try
a
suflicient
num
Ing who was with him. Inquired what
pose. A third oue was consequently one side, while Johnny held the other.
they had had for breakfast. “Eggs,” house. Now, because he seemed so ber of causes to give him the degree of invented In the shape of a tower, with
'There was a moment of doubt.
much
better,
she
played
on
them
a
litexperience
requisite
In
older
to
obtain
was the reply.
’Then tho president, softly and with
a spiral staircase Inside and a funnel
tie
bugle
call
that
came
into
her
bead,
the
best
results.
“Eggs! Eggs!” exclaimed the colo
on top. The dice, shaken first In the a twinkle lu his eye, but with inexo
“Do
you
know
what
you
have
playi
Sooner
or
Inter
In
the
Interest
pf
the
Unless early and correct treatment is
nel. “Did you not know, you blankety
horn or in the frltlUus, were thrown In rable decision, leaned over and spoke
blank fool, that hens lay gold In Call ed?” asked one of the family. “Taps— j clients and to save the time and pa^ to the funnel and rolled down the into the red, resentful face of the bun applied the patient aeldom survives
when once the disease Is fastened upon
sounded over the graves ' tience of the courts there must be in
fornia ?' “I did not but I do ” said '
her. Lydia B. Pinkham's Vegetable
spiral staircase until they landed on gry boy:
’
of
dead
soldiers.”
|
this
country
a
natural
division
beour young friend. “Well,” continued
"Johnny,” he said, “let go.”
Compound is the most efficient treat
She rushed back to the bells and tween tlie labor of the solicitor and the the table. Such precautions rendered
the colonel kindly, handing over a fifty
ment for kidney troubles of women,
Johnny
let
go.—Success.
cheating
alm^t
Impossible.
played
the
call
engraved
on
a
metal
duty of tlie barrister, not artificial or
dollar gpfd slug, “take thjs and rememand is the only madioine especially
conventional, but one which shall grow
r,;;“arter"this"ttaryou ar; “not InTen^
prepared
for this purpose.
INK THAT LIVES.
COLORED SKIN.
nessee, where eggs arc given away.”
)
tols was reveille, the sol- up from the nature of tlie case, by
When a woman Is troubled with pain
■'
dler’s signal to rise.
which certain men who are best quali
or weight in loins, baokache, frequent,
-WrltinK FlnM I7aed k Theory That It la »n Int«rmetlli
So It had chanced that the last mu fied for the trial of causes will carry The Indelible
painful or scalding urination, swelling
by
the
Old
Irt»b
Monies.
Staare
of
Development.
THE GAME OF GOLF.
of limbs or feet, swelling under the
sic Theodore Thomas heard on earth on that work to the practical exclusion
It Is Impossible to rend the most an
The origin of colored skin, or white ayes, an uneasy, tired feeling in the
had
been
symbolic
of
death
and
the
|
of
tliose
without
special
adaptability
.i. Pastime of Klnsa. With a Record
cient histories of the Irish saints with either, is still unknown. If tho sun Is region of tho kidneys or notices a brickresurrection.—Youth’s Compaulon.
i for that class of business. In this, as
of Over Four Hundred Years,
out noticing how large a part books really the active agent in Its evolution, dust sediment in the urine, she should
-----------------------lu e.very other direction, the specialist play In their lives.
A game with a history of more than
the power of sunlight must have been lose no time in commencing treatment
must find his place.—Green Bag.
THE DAINTY WASP.
400 years must necessarily have some
In the library some cut the sheets of curtailed when people took to wearing with Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, as It may be the means of
Interesting records. Golf has been
parchment or even sewed togctlicr In clothes.
With Which He Ilafcea
saving her life.
greatly liked by kings. In the time of Apparalna
MALIBRAN
WAS
A
TEASE.
ths neatest way the odd shreds, for
The slightest protection, as seen In
Hla Complicated Toilet.
For proof, read what Lydia E. PinkJames I. It was generally practiced by
the monk mhst not waste the gifts of the use of ladles’ veils, keeps the white ham’s Vegetable Compound did for Mrs.
“■Wasps
are
exceedingly
dainty
In
The Great Prlma Donna Waa Full of God, especially when they are rare and
all classes. The unfortunate (Charles I.
skin pure. Therefore, If there Is any Sawyer.
Hlachlef and Caprice.
was'deVoted'trgoTfrWhfi^^
visithablte,” says a writer In the Pll“ I cannot exprea the terrible suffering I
dear. They polished It on one side un protection afforded by natural dark
in Scotland In 1041, as he was deeply
w*'
^hey
No prima donna waa ever more de- til it was smooth and laid It near the
bad to endure. A derangement of the femade
skin,
an
equivalent
Is
obtained
for
organs
developed nervous proetratlon and a
engaged In a game
news was brought «f«fy their Instinct for neatness to the llghtfully capricious, more full of mls- scribe. Others prepared the peculiar
_ _
kidney trouble. The doctor attended
blm of the breaking durof’ l^lbeMon 1
provided them with , chief, than the famous MJne. Mallbran. thick inks of the Irish writers, very white people by the use of clothes. Un serious
til ■white people begin to discard cloth me for a year, but I kept getting worse, until
In Ireland, and the royal golfer threw i ®
marvelously delicate combs At the rehearsals of “Romeo and Ju- much like varnish, In different colors.
was unable to do an'nhlni^ and I made up
ing In the tropica their skin will re Imy
mind I could not Hve. I finally decided
down his club and retired In great agl- i
brushes. If we look closely at the Uet” she could never make up her The red was the most beautiful, and
main white.
to
try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
tatlon to Holyrood House. 'IVTien he
we will find that each bears mind where she was to “die” at night, after 1,000 years It yet shines as the
pound as a last resort, and I am to-day a well
Sunburn
must
not
be
confounded
was imprisoned at Newcastle his
outermost long joint two small, j-t -vyas Important for Romeo to know, day It was first used. It was got from
woman. 1 cannot praise It too highly, and I
keeper kindly permitted him to take
spines, known as the apical but all he could get was “not silre,” a kind of cockles collected on the sea with pigmentation of tho skin. Sun tell every suffering woman about my oase.”
burn
is
merely
a
tanning
of
the
epi
Mrs. Emma Sawyer, Conyers, Ga.
,,
recreation on the golfing links with
examine these with a ••don’t know,” "can’t tell,” or “It will shore. Then there were black and
Mra. i’inkham gives free adtrioe to
his train. It Is said that Mary, queen I
glass each Is seen to be be just as It happens, according to my green and golden inks, used In various dermal cells on the surface of the skin,
of Scots, was seen playing golf In the Pi’o^lded with a row of fine teeth,- so humor; sometimes In one place, .some- thicknesses by the llluoiinators and the whereas pigmentation is caused by a women ; address in confidence, Lynn,
deposit of dark matter within the Mass.
field beside Seaton a few days after |
apparatus answers for a coarse ^ times In another.” On one occasion artists in miniature.
deeper layers of the true skin.
and
fine
toothed
comb.
•
she
chose
to
“die”
close
to
the
footthe murder of her husband. In 1837'
All these Inks will resist chemicals
Summing the whole evidence up, FALLING OFF IN WHEAT EXPORTS
a magnificent gold medal was present-1
tidying up process consists of fights, her companion, of course, being that corrode iron. ’The ink was placed
ed to St. Andrew’s by William IV., to
perfectly definite steps, usually compelled to “die” beside her, and In thin conic glasses attached either to considering all arguments derived
The bureau of atatistioa’ report of
be played for annually. One of 'the
place In a particular sequence, j thus, when the curtain fell, a couple of the side of tho desk or to the chair, from history, anthropology, ethnology the export trade for the fiscal year
and
general
evolution,
it
seems
to
mo
eartler kings forbade the Importation ■
It passes both front legs over the footmen had to carry the pair off, one sometimes to tho girdle of the writer,
of golf balls from Holland because It
above downward, and after at a time, to the Intense amusement of often fixed to the end of a pointed that the colored skin Is an intermedi 1005 showa some striking features.
ary stage of development between our Reduced to bushels, the export of
took away “na small quantltie of gold i *^®P®atlng this movement several times the audience.
stick placed upright In the ground. It primate ancestors and the pure white wheat and wlieat floor in the year
and silver out of the klngdome of ^raws them through the jaws. This Is , John Templeton, the fine old Scottish
Is owing to this peculiar skill In mak or Onucaslan skin. My general con were 43,707,000 bushels, wliioh was
Scotland,” and at one time “golfe and j
remove any foreign substance which tenor, was probably never so mlsering Ink that so many of the old Irish tention is that white skinned peoples
futeball and other unprofitable games” '
have collected on them. The legs able as when he was cast to sing with
the smallest total since 1873.
The
were forbidden In England because!
^en passed backward from the Mallbran. Very often she was dls- manuscripts have come down to us,-' come from the oldest stocks of human wheat exports wore only a third oC
London Answers__________
ity
and
that
In
the
process
of
evolution
archery, so necessary In the defense i forehead, much as we should smooth pleased with bis performance, and one
they became white by the use of those of 1004, and but a fifth of those
Good Botli Way*.
of the nation, was being neglected In
wings are then evening she whispered to him, “You
of 1003. On the other hand, corn exclothes.—Dr. T. P. Macdonald.
Bishop
'Wilson
of
Calcutta,
whose
stroked
again
and
again
from
the
base
are not acting properly; make love to
their favor.—Pearson’s Weekly.
Dorts,
88,000,0(X) bushels, were greater
to the tip, although the most careful ob me better,” to which, so It Is said, speeches are often quoted, bad the
in 1006 than in any previous year
server would fail to detect anything Templeton innocently replied, “Don’t happy faculty of saying the right thing
CHURCH ALES.
COWARD ADAM.
since 1901. But in each of the years
upon them. The abdomen is next care you know I am a married man?” Evi at all times.
An Old Bnallab Cnalom of Ralalna from 1807 to 1001, both included, the
On
one
occasion
two
young
people
fully
stroked
from
base
to
tip
until
dently
the
lady
did
not
think
there
Th« Proneneva of Man to liAT the
Money For Church Uae.
every hair points In the right direction was anytbhig serious In the circum whose fathers were famous for their
Blame Upon Woman*
oorn exports were double as large as
A
curious
light Is thrown on ancient
diverse
and
peculiar
views
on
Biblical
in the twelve mouths whioh olosed
“Never kiss and tell” Is, I believe, and a gloss as fine as satin is attained. stance, for not long afterward, when
church bazaars and charity balls by
an “unwritten law of chivalry.” This . Last of all, each of the six legs, in turn. In “Somnambula” she was on her subjects came to see the bishop.
three weeks ago.
“Ah,” said he as he greeted one, certain records kept In some of the
law, so I understand. Coward Adam
laboriously drawn between two of Its knees to Templeton as Blvlno, she sucGotten exportation, however, in
churches
In
England.
For
Instance,
In
“your
father
wrote
a
great
work
on
does sometimes manage to obey, albeit I
'^’ASP Is o®®® more ready ceeded In making the tenor scream
1905 exceeded, in quantity aud in
reluctantly. Because he would like to 1
world.”
1 -with suppressed laughter when he the Apocalypse. I congrratnlate you the records of Yateley church, which
tell-he would very much like to tell— '
-----------------------■' should have been singing by tickling on being tlie daughter of such a man.” date from 1643, are frequent references value, all previous years, the amount
Then, turning to his other guest, be to “church ales,” the object of which of tlie shipments being 8,333,000 bales
If-lf the story of the kiss did not In- I
^
Wa«hin«ion.
■ him vigorously under the arms,
said: “And your father forbore to was to get money for church expenses. aud the value of them reaoliiug 9370,volve himself In the telling! But at 1 Geo^g® Washington’s head gardener
The feast was organized by the 747.000. Tills, of course, was largely
■write about the Apocalypse—a wise
this juncture “the unwritten laws of was from some European kingdom,
FOOD PRESERVATIVES.
forbearance. You are to be congrat church wardens, “who provided a good due to that 13,600,000 bale crop, tho
chivalry” step In, and he Is saved. And where he had worked In the royal
spread at so much a head, and credited
ulated on having so wise a father.”
chivalry Is the tree up which he climbs, grounds. But coming to America he
L ComiiarlBon Between Salicylic
ever gathered, which cut tho
the profits to the church expenditure.” greatest
Acid and Suffar or Salt,
prices artificially set up by Sully and
chattering to himself the usual formu left bis wife behind. Homesickness
It
first
appears
as
the
“church
ale,”
the other gamblers. Tills year’s cot
All of the most common /food jjrela, “The woman whom thou gavest to for bis “gude” woman’s face soon beEczema, scald head, hives, itoliiness
be with me,” etc. Alas, poor woman! i
proj o® him, and Washington servatlves
___
__
are___________
constituents__
of__
the f^ of the skin of any sort instantly re then as the “king’s ale,” tlien later as ton exports will necessarily, be much
“our banquet at Whitsuntide.” It was smaller than tliose for tho year just
She has heard him saying this ever • *^0^^®®*^ ^® ati.xious eye and drooping
gjjj_ Nature herself has put them lieved, permanently cured.
Doan’s
probably held In tho church and went olosed. The crop will be 2,000,000 or
since she In an unselfish desire to share
of his servant. Finally the man
food. We have been eousum- Ointment. At any drug store.
on
until 1043, the year after the civil 3.000. 000 bales under that of 1001, aud
her food with him gave him the for- • down to the river and declared
jjjg tfie,j, sjnge time began. Our savwar broke out, when probably tlio tho prices will be liigher. The falling
bldden apple. No doubt she offered “ ® Intention of shipping to the old ggy ancestors consumed them for mllSOME INTERESTING EXPRESSIONS Puritans put an end to such festivities. off in wheat shipments more than
hlni Its rosiest and ripest side! She al- > oountry, when who ,should come up lenniums before us.
offset the gains in corn and cotton,
It was popular evidently.
ways does—at first. Not afterward!
over the side of a newlyar- j
gf salicylic acid will preand make tlie total agrionlturai ex
Bnlletin No. 1 of the United States
One
enterprising
cliurcliwnrden
has
ports $761,765,000 smaller in 1005 tliau
As soon as he turns traitor and runs
vessel but his wife. The kind
^ pound of food for a reasonable Bureau of Forestry contains some
left on record all the good things which in any fiscal year siuoo 1800.
'
up a tree she takes to pelting him,,
general bad secretly sent for
^
queer terms that have oome into popn- were prepared for the Crondall
In tho item of wheat oxiiortatiou,
metaphorically speaking, with cocoa-■
foitunately sur- jjjggj ggmmgjjjy ggg^j
jg gj.jgj. ^.g lar nse among foresters and loggers
“churcli ale” in tho year 1587. 'They tho United States is now left beliind '
nuts. This is quite natural on her part PJ
loving husband in oue of his p^ggej-yg ^g gmjie amount of food with
and
introdnoes
the
lay
reader
into
a
had
a band, brewed a quantity of ale, hy the Argentine Kepnblio, Russia,
She had thought him a man—and when ,
of despondency.
.
gg^g^y gjjg pguaq gf ggggj. -(ygujo
This means
and made a profit of $42. As money India and Anstralia.
he suddenly changes into a monkey she
j be required. In fifteen pounds of well strapge vernaonlar.
was tlieu worth nearly ten times as that while our wheat crop Is in
On
touring
to
the
logging
terms,
doesn’t understand It. To this cause j
f V®**’
' preserved food there would be thirty
general upward, it does not increase
Fattl took
may possibly be attributed some of the _ Mme.
Mme. Patti
took elaborate
elaborate precauprecauof'salicylic acid. It Is a very which are listed in the last half of much as now, tho “cliurch ale” may be uH rapidly as population. Less wheat
said
to
liuvo
brought
In
about
$4(X),
ruotions which occasionally jar the *'ons against burglars at Craig-y-Nos, common thing for physicians to admin tlie bnlletin we oome across somo]trnly
can bu siiared fur exportatiou than a
which was Just 100 per cent on tlio
harmonious estate of matrimony.castle in Wales. A guest there
.
remarkable expiessious—terms whioli, outlay. The baud was hired for four few years ago. wheat, uevertlieless, is
From Marie Corelli’s “Free Opinions.” ,
® dose and kelp up the adnilnlstratlon
prevented Irom raising to
any
though evidenty derived from slang, days.
_ __________
material extent in the world at large
I rose before, dajvn to open hlSN^iedroom
hy the iuoreBHO lu the bhipiuouts from
A LOVER OF SNUFF.
' window, immediately there was i for many days with benefit to the pa- are now in good uso among woods
The Battle of a 'Week.
tidiit. Fifteen pounds of food proserv men either thronghont the country
tiie other exporting ooniitries. Europe
The battle of a week was the great ’^‘oleut ringing of bells lu different ed to an equal extent by sugar would
The queer 'Will aud Funeral of a is eating as much wheat us ever, but
coiifliet at Tours, In which Charles
'’‘sitor made require fifteen pounds of sugar. How or in the region denoted in each case.
it is gettipg it from other countries
queer HuKllahwomun.
There
the
uninitiated
may
learn
the
Martel overthrew the Saracens A. D
^'^5’ downstairs, only to find himProbably
long does the reader suppo.se that any distiuotiou between a “ballhooter”
Tho will of Mrs. Margaret Thompson, than tile United States.
732. The members' of the Saracen
“i imminent danger of being lac- person could retain good health If they
which Is preserved ns a curiosity at this condition will continue. Here
army are vurlously estimated at., from
by a whole troop of snapping undertook to eat fifteen pounds of and a “boom rat,’’ between a “bull Bomerset House, England, is a tribute after praotioally tho whole of Ameri
400.000 to 700,000, and the monkish ®“d snarling dogs. It turned out that sugar at a single sitting and keep tak cook’’ and “a oattyman,’’ and find to the delights and consolations of ca’s wheat product will have to be
consumed at liome.—St. Louis Globe-*
historians say tliat 375,000 were killed
•'“d unwittingly set the diva’s ing such doses for weeks at a time?
tliat none of them refers to any lesser snuff. The testatrix directed that In Democrat.
on the field. It, Is suspected that these
burglar traps going, the dogs
As a grain of salicylic acid will pre auiaml than the logger himself. her coffin should bo burled with her all
figures are a gross exaggeration, but It'
released from their chains by an serve more food with equal certainty Among other oreatores of the logging her handkerchiefs and sufficient of the
Group instantly
relieved.
Dr,
Is certain that few battles of history electric connection with the window.
Porfeotljr
than an ounce of salt and as fifteen oamp may bo unmbered also the “alli best Scotch snuff to cover her body. Thomas’ Ecleotrio OH.
have been either so bloody or so de
Never fails,
At any drug
grains of salicylic acid would equal In gator,” the “dolphin,” the “dog,” This she preferred to flowers, aa “noth safe.
Cata’ Brea.
cisive,
What Is the correct color for cats’ preserving power over a pound of salt, the “pig,’’ and the "road donkey,” ing could be more fragrant and so re store.
eyes os related to the color of the cats? who would hesitate In choosing the all names of objeots endowed with life freshing to me as that precious pow
Blephanta In VmmaAm,
Is
the question which has been answer alternative doses of •thirty grains of by the vernaonlar of the logger. der.” Further, the six greatest snuff
A Whip In the Pulpit.
"Elephants In Uganda have a pecntakers in the parish of St James, '(VestA writer In an English review tells
hflr aspect that I have not noticed ed as follows: A black cat or one sallcycllc acid or of two pounds of The “alligator” proves to be “a boat mlnster, wire to be her bearers. Six
a reminiscence of a brother of a fa
elsewhere,” ■writes a traveler. “They known as a “bhie” cat should have table salt? One pound of salt Is a fa nsed In handling logs;” the “dog”
old maids, each bearing In her hand a mous dean of CSirlstchurch. Tbe
cover their bodies, as a protection Smber or orange eyes. White cats must tal dose.—Dr, B. Q. Scclea In Publla a “short, heavy piece of steel;” the
box filled with the beet Scotch snuff to brother was rector of a small parish.
egalnst files, with the bright red vol- have blue eyes, chinchillas green, though Opinion.
“pig” a “rigging sled;” and the fake tor tbelr refreshment as they His eccentricity was somewhat remark
orange
are
permlasible;
orange,
cream
A
Cvokoo
That
Stattera.
^ic dust contained In the soil. This
Bven the cuckoo, ■which has no home. “rood donkey” a donkey engine walked, were to bear the pall. Before able. He was a famous whip and
gives them a remarkable appearance. or fawn cats must have orange or basel
Is strangely faithful to locality. In an monnted on a heavy sled, etc. Birds the corpee the minister was to walk, drove a splendid team, of which ha
Instead of being a slaty gray, as In eyes; smokes, orange eyes.
the Nile valley, their color, when thus
Essex district an old cuckoo, known to ore rapreeentkd by the “bine jay” carrying and partaking of a pound of was very proud. He was fond of
Baletad Advice.
the whole place by a dlstln^ve stam and the “rooitex” (olao called "gooee* snuff. At every twenty yards a hand showing off how be could flick a fly
eovered with dost, resembles that of a
“That coat looks shabby,” remarked mer In bis speech, was seen and heard neok”), reptilea by the “snake,” and ful of snofl was to be d^vered to the fkom either of bis leaders’ ears withchestnut horse.”
bystanders, and at the door of tbe teaHicks to bis Intimate friend, the poet regularly In the same pariah for seven
inseote by the “katydid.” A tender tatrlz^i house were to be placed two oat touching tbe boree. This accom
"Why don’t you have it turned?"
consecutive years.—London Outlook.
An Idle PBrnae.
foot intending a visit among the boabels of the same quality of snuff for plishment he transferred to a rather
"Do you think this coat has three
onexpected locality, for be always carThere Is one sentence in the English
brawny loggers in the North Woods, gratoKoas distribution. In order to In- rlsd bis whip up Into the pulpit with
OoaMnaal OujaetaaMr.
“Oguage that has an easy time, and •Ideef’ asked the Impecunious one sedAnd nothing more was said oo
Cheat opportunities seldom present the Apnalooblan Forest, or elsewhere, sure the carrying out of ber wishes the him, and woe to tbe unfortunate memthere la no prospect of Its ever being
le
subject
themselyes,
but every moment of every should find It decidedly in order to testatrix made tbe legacies given by bar of his congregation whom be d»overworked. It Is composed of these
the win, dependent upon sn exact and toctsd noddlnsr.
boor of thy consclons life is an oppor take along this bnlletin.
oin words, “it was my fault”—Jewell
Iltaral fulfillment of tiie condlttona
nifvloMe.
tunity
to
Improve
ttiyeelf
J
■which
for
(Kan.) Republican.
atwve named. In chwlng she bade all
“That horrid Uxorly has married thee Is the best and moist necessary
Camfhrt to Mother and
eoocamed to regatd snuff as the grand Bast, HanlUa and Child.
again?”
thing,—Bnskln.
Ria Coaelealoau
cordial
of
natursL
MBS.
WINSLOW’S
SOOTBINQ SYRUP, for
"Yes, and he's awfully fond of bis
ohUclTen teathiuR, softens the gums, redooee
Jones bos Joined a debating Uteet wife. He says she’s his gtorioos
A SasMt WMUUk
Inflammation,
allays
all
pain, and cures wind
Wb. Bockerw-No? Whom did be mar- fourth.”—Chicago Tribune.
nstant
ooUc- Ferfeotly safe in all oases. We would
Kmowu hr tho Momor Re Keepe.
‘‘BUgglns’ wife thinks be Is the
*y>-Brooklyn Ufa.
say to every mother who has a suffering ebUd:
Bometlmaa a man’s balance lu bank Oo
■Bsitaet man on earth.”
Is sn abtolnte cure for colds, coagbi,
not let your prejudloe, nor tbe pr^adloes
cate, burnt, sprains, bmlscs, chilblains.
of others, stand octween you and your suHhrla
a
fine
tribute
to
bis
mental
balance.
Ra
M
I
haughty are always the vlstlots , **N(s” answered Mlae Oajrenne: “she
Insect
bites,
etc.
Xc, ail dealers.
child and the relief that wlU he sure—res,
*-rel^>l ***“**•*'•
Deity. | gg tbilr own resh ooocluelonsy-rl« doeent think ea She metely makes
A tool and a bffiance In bank soon pari Ing
absolutely sure—to follow tbe use of this
Norway Ucdicine Co., Norway, lie.
* laae.
lUtmrina think aba thiwira ml”
company.—Memphis Mawa-Bdmltar.
medlolne.lfUmsbruaed. AJm
a bottle.
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GREAT RACE MEET.
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York does not feel so badly about
his injuries as from the faot that it
has inoapaoitated him from j^laying
ball the rest of the season.
The Free Baptists have settled upon
August 16 as the date for their piouio
and will go to Lakeside. Racing
contests and a ball game will furnish
amnsement.
News of the birth of a 10 ponod boy
to Mrs. Alvah Bragg of Fairfield has
been^reoeived here.. Mr. Bragg lived
in town for a number of yeari'and'hTs
friends extend oongratnlations.

CARPENTERS NEEDED.

CootlDuad from first pags.

Panama Canal Commission Wants
More Men For Gonstiuotion Work on
and Phebou W. pressiuK him hard
Canal.
for the honor. But the old stallion

Make Your
Owiv
Ice Creeum

Chas. y. Heald, secretary of the
was not able to keep the pace and the
The Four Corners Saturday night
Bishop took the scooud, third and Board of Oivll Servioe Examiners for and Sunday were kept clear of loafers.
fourth heats and first money, with this city, has received oiroulars and Ladies for ouoe bad the right of way.
Roan Wilkes oluoliing second, Phebon direotiouB from tlie asst, chief of
W. KettinK third and Deoimal Dean Isthmian canal affairs at Washington
Mrs. Joslah Evans is spending her
fourth. It was in tlie last heat that asking for carpenters on work relating yaoation with relatives on the HiH.
Bishop made the great time, for a to the coDstruotion of the canal. It will be two weeks more ere slie re
Dissolve one package of
half-mile track, of 2.11 fiat, while Wages for this work have been fixed turns to Billerica.
the other heats were done in 2,12,3^4, at 60 oeuts per hour, and if overtime
Jell-O Ice Creetm Powder
is required the carpenters will be al Beginning next Saturday a train
2.12>^ and 2. Uf4.
REUNION OP 13TH MAINE.
in one quart of milk. Put it into
The 2.20 trot and pace, tiioueh not lowed time and a half tlierefor. These will leave Winslow at U p.m. for
the freezer and in ten minutes
so exciting f^d sensational as tlie carpenters will bo furnished free Week’s Mills and
intermediate
you’ve got two quarts of most dePree-for-alL -was a sharp contest also transportation from New York to their tious, and returning leave Week’s Fairfield Veterans Planning to Make
<>licious
Ice Cream.
requiring four heats to settle. Maroli- post of duty on tlie Istlimus and will Mills at midnight till farther uotioe.
the Meeting a Memorable Onebe
allowed
full
pay
on
the
basis
of
an
wood won the race and first uionBy,
That’s all there is to it—No
The annnal renniongof j^the I3th
Graduate took second, Winnie Wilkes eiglit hour day while eu route. The Francis Donahoe of Woonsocket, R. Maine Regimental aBBOoiation~" will
Eggs—No Flavoring—No Sweet
third and Nelson Gilbert fonrtli. other requirements are set fortli in L, grandson of Mrs. Donahoe, paid
ening—No extras to add—all that
the ciroalars wJiioli Mr. Heald has the lady a short visit two weeks ago, take place at Fairfleld^on ' Aug. 16.
Fastest time 2.1!),i4.
Is
done in the powder.
going from there to China where he The oomrades will greet tflaoli.’^otiier
The 2.20 olasp, trot and pace, was reoeived.
in
tlie
Grand
Army‘hall
during
tlie
The servioes of these carpenters are is spending the summer mouths with
Jell-O Ice Creajn Powder
the only race to be finished in three
forenoon. 'This informal’^eeting will I
needed
at tlie earliest practicable date consins.
heats, Nellie A. making it three
give an opimitnnity^to learn svhat |
reduces the cost to about one cent
straightovor all competitors. Second and for tliose who desire such employ
plate, so that everyone can afford
Advice nnsolioited is ne’ver valued, their friends have been doing in ihe'i
ment
tlie
opportunity
is
an
unnsual
money was won by Carrie Pointer,
past
two
years,
for
no~
reunion
but
we
take
the
liberty
of
intruding
was
'
1
eat it.
third by Billy Maok and fourth by one. Steamers for Panama leave New where perhaps we are not wanted, bald in 1904, on account of tiie
Take
youi(.choice of four kinds;
York every five days and the time
Valmora. Tlie best time was 2.20)-e.
and the snggestiou is to get in the uatibnal Grand Army euoampmeiit at
Chocolate,
Vanilla, Strawberry
in
transit
is
seven
days.
The following is tlie summary;
winter’s coal for tlie Vassalboro mills Boston. The last assembling of the
and Unflavored.
Mr.
Heald
will
receive
applications
FREE FOR ALL, TROT AND PACE
from all who desire to aooept this before the snow flies, ns the little regiment was at Lewiston in 1903.
Two packages for 25 centj at
—PURSE $400.
offer and give information and attend rairload last winter was unable to A bauqnet fqr the veterans and their
Grocers
or by- mail. In ordering
The Bishop, b g, Sutherland 2 1
wives will be given at 1 o’olook^Jat
haul anlfloient for the fnrnaoes.
to details pertaining to the same.
] 6
Roan Wilkes, rb s, Gorow
by mail give name of grocer and
The
Gerald.
From
76
to
'lOO
are
ex
3 2
Phebou W., br g, Fowler
ask for one of our new illustrated
1 The overseers of the Vassalboro mill pected to bo present.'
4 3
Decima Deane, b ni, Bisbee
recipe books.
Beatrice Greeley, b m, Wood
Just after dinner a bnsiness meeting
SEVENTEENTH REUNION.
had their annnal outiug Saturday
6
4
bury
The seventeentli aiinual reunion of afternoon and Sunday. The place will be lield in the Grand Army^hall.
fi 7
Mildiira, lir g, Kirby
Foot) Co, *’
The Genesee Pore Food Co.,
LE ROY,N.Y
7 0
Dart, b g. Holmes
tlie 23d Maine Regiment Association selected this year was Lakeside pa The remainder of the atfernoon will
be
given
up
to
an
exonrsion
on
a
LE ROY. N. Y.
Time: 2 124j, 2.1434^ 5;.l2k.'. 2.11.
will be hela at Carmel, Maine, vilion. Henry Cote preceded them
2.20 CLASS, TROT AND PACE- i Wednesday, September 3, 1906.. Friday catching fish and cooking them special car through Waterville to the
PURSE $200. I
I Business meeting at 10.00 a.m.. Town I for their meals. Weather more de Oentral Maine park and the Oasoade
Marcir.vond, oil g. Holmes
12 11 1 hall. Tlie M. O. R. R and the B. & sirable for camping oat oould not have theatre, returning to a supper and
Graduate, b g, Kithy
4 12 2
been seleoted, the sun shining in all campfire in the rooms of the Elbridge
^Winnie Wilkes, b m, Dustin 2 3 6 0 ! A. R. R. will sell tickets fur tliis re- its splendor with a cool breeze blow P. Pratt post. The exonrsion com
Nelson Gilbert, b s, Gilbert 3 6 3 4 ' union at tlie usual reduced rates.
mittee oonsists of Preston M. Emery,
Dyspepsia Oure, b ni, Gilman 6 0 4 3 Tickets to be on sale September 6th ing from the lake.
who is ohairman, George Kincaid of
Faith M , b s, Ryder
0 4 ;) 6 and fitli, n; d limited to return Sep
Time: 2.19?^. 2
2.191*, 2.21.
Waterville,
Judge Enooh Foster of i
If
some>brutes
of
human
form
got
a
tember 8th. Morning M. C. R. R.
Portland, A. M. Goodwin of Kittery, !
2.30 CLASS, TROT AND PACE(No.04) train leaves Bangor for Car lashing equal to that given sometimes
PURSE $200.
mel at 7.00 a.m. Arrives at Carmel to a poor horse they would then Know Oaptain Isaac Randall of Portland,
1 1
|
JNellie, gr m, Billv Nelson
the severity of the sting. A Water- and Nelson Howard of Lewiston.
2 2 at 7 28 a.m. Morning M. 0. R. R. villa team driven by two hoodlnms
Carrie Pointer, hm. Small
Nearly
all
of
the
old
soldiers
in
6 3 train frim Dover, Dexter and New
Billy Mack, rb li, Ralston
3 4 port arrive.s at Carmel at 8.20 a.m. passed throngli here Saturday eveping Fairfield and neighboring towns, who '
Yalmora, h ni, Bnrrill
YOUR PAINTING BILL.
I as darkness was setting in and the are members of the 13th Regimental.
Crown Dncliess, br m, Mc6 4 d's Returning leaves Oarmel for Bangor
OootiiliB
aesooiatiou, were in Oo. B, which'
way
they
applied
the
lash
surpasses
at 5.48 p.m., and for Newport, Dex
Time: 2.20>^, 2.24)^, 2.25.
ter and Dover, Waterville, Angnsta belief. Fortunately for them no officer was organized in that twon. Among :
►ED Se’-il” Pure White Leid, properly applied,
and Gardiner at 6.13 p.m. Oomrades was in sight, as it would have been those are Preston M. Emery, Elmer'
DROWNED SUNDAY.
‘will not. ( rack, peel i r blister. A good painter
siiuuld consult local time tables. an aot of ohari'tv to have taken the Tuttle, William P. Gibson, Oharles j
poor horse away and impriaoned the A. Chase, of Fairfield; R. W. Brown j
Dinner
will
be
served
at
26
cents
per
The Y ung Son of Frank Rancourt
and “R d Seal ’ «iH cut down your painting bill ma
driver and his oompaniou. Outsiders of Benton; James Thnrston, Jnstin E. j
plate.
Drowned in Meesalonskee While in
must tliiuk that this is a village of Brown, George Ricker ot Clinton;;
terially.
BathinglayvlesB charaoters the way they aot John Fariiham, Aretns Ames, Fred-'
ericK
Gower
of
Skowhegan
;
Atwood
,
Itching
piles?
Never
mind
if
every
Lake Ranoourt, the 17-yeai'8-old son thing else failed to cure you. Try beUmes.
Sold by all Reputable Dealers.
Boston of Canaan; Edgar Ames of!
of Mr and Mrs. Frank Eauconrt of 88 Doan’s Ointment. No failure there.
Hartland;
Warren
W.
Tattle,
Henry!
Ring street was drowned at about 4 60 cents, at any ding store.
Darbron of Waterville; H. D. Jewell!
o’clock Sunday afternoon in the
of Farmington and John Weymontti^ of ,
Messalouskee near tlie residence of
HINCKLEY.
Pittsfield.
I
G. F. Terry in what is known as
The
regiment
had
Neal
Dow
as
|
The Good Will Assembly is over for
Meador’s I ool. The young man had
colonel, afterwards promoted to the ]
1906.
Quite
a
number
of
the
Good
gone ill swimming witli a party of Will boys will have a vacation now
Mrs. Addie Holt and Mrs. Grace command of a brigade, Harry Rust, |
boys about his own age and younger. for a couple of weeks.
Kimball with tlieir obildfen, from Jr., of Norway as lieutenant oolonel:
He was not a very good swimmer
and Fn S. Hezelton of Waterville as!
Miss Lizzie Parsons of Oornville
and his companions liad cantioned visited Mrs. L. J. Tracy last week, as Waltham, Mass, are the guests of
major.
It went south in Butler’s
him against attempting too monh. did also Mrs. Sadie Lieghton of Madi their parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
BETW’EEN $7000 AM) $10,000.
first
expedition,
serving from FebinDAMAGE BY INSECTS.
Merrill.
There is a rock in tlie river at that son.
ary, 1826, to July, 1864, in the de
point ana lie liad crawled onto this I Miss Fay Foster of Canaan visited
George Higgins has returned from partment of the gulf. The boys were Shortage of City Treasurer llootbby Is
Tl)e epidemic of yellow fever iu
and it is believed slipped off into at Percy Ricker’s last waek.
Salisbury, Mass., 'where he went to ou garrison dnty in the forts as the
Covered, by Bonds.
New Orleans is illnstraiing the ter
deeper water ou the other side.
The boom men will finish work at accompany his wife home. Mrs. Hig
Berlin, N. H., Aug. 8.—Frederick rible danger to human life of insect
army approached New Orleans. After
When he disappeared the otlier boys this boom the last of this week.
gins has been in the hospital there for the city was oocnpied by union forces [ Barrows has been apiiolnted by the pests, and we are told that there are
at ouoe went for help. The ooy’s j Mr. E. O. Joy and family, aooom- treatment and returned home greatly
they were assigned parole work- and local court keeper for •Wilson A. Booth- 300 varieties of mosquitoes, many of
father and a neiglibor were hastily panied by Miss Mae Bowman and a improved in health.
remained there until October, 1863. by, citj- clerk and treasurer, who is ac them the transmitters of disease.
'
friend
from
Skwohegan,
also
Mrs.
W.
sammoued and hurried to the sceue. B. Blanchard of Waterville have gone
It is interesting to note that, aside
Dr. and Mrs. George Rowe of Then they set out for the winter cused of having falsified his aeeounis.
They tried ro resell tlie boy but were to Old Orchard for a short vacation.
Providence, R. I., are at the home oampaign in Texas, wliere in Decem Bootbby is at present eonlined to his from the physical .suffering tliat we
at first unsiiccessful. At length with
Mr. Percy Ricker and wife, also of Mr. Rowe’s father, Oharles Rowe, ber. 800 men reeulisted for tiiree boine from the effects, it is said, of an endure from inseots, in no connrty iu
the united efforts of the two men liis Lelaud Ricker and wife ■ started whore they will pass the montli of
years, returning in March, 1864, when wverdose of morphine, wlileli it is al the world do these pests inflict greater
body was finally seonred, bnt all Saturday morning for Northport for a August.
they tooK part in Banks’ seecond Red leged he took when an expert account pecuniary loss than in tlie United
efforts to resasoitate the lad were 1 three weeks’ vacation. They went by
ant found wrong entries in the city’s States. The losses resnlting from the
George Taylor has returned to his River oampaign and were engaged in hooks.
! teams.
nnavailing.
depredations of insects on plant life
home
in
Big
Timber,
Montada,
after
the
battles
of
Sabine
Cross
Roads,
Attornej* Dailey, representing the and live stock exceed Jthe entire ex
The boy was a steady young fellow
a
two
wieeks’
stay
at
the
home
of
liis
April
8
,
and
Pleasant
Hill,
April
9,
s,United
States
Fidelity
and
Guarantee
and was well liked by his compan
ALBION.
father, Mr. John Taylor.
both of which occurred in Lonisiana. couipaiiy of Baltimore, whieli furiiished penditure of the national government,
ions. His parents liave the sincere
Grace Rowe was in town from Mrs. George Boynton and daughter, Tiie men of the 13th also helped to Bootliby’s bonds, bus arrived bere. Inolnding the pension roll and the
fiymiiathy of the community in tlieir Fairfield, calling on frieuas, TliursMildred, have gone to Manoliestor .to build the dam wlhoh saved tlie fleet Bootliby’s bond witli tl^e eoiiipaiiy is mainteuanoe of the army and navy.
affliction. The fyntral was held day.
Our naiiouai statistics of agricul
at Alexandria. Th^y wore among the $16,000 .md this is expected to cover
at St. Francis de Sailes clinroli Tnes- Walter Taylor of Massachusetts is visit Mrs. Boynton’s sister, Mrs. Fred
the alleged shortage in the city treas tural prodnots indieate an annual
fighters
at
Cain
River
Crossing,
the
Gilman.
day morning.
ueeouiits.
visiting at A W. Stratton’s.
value of about ffi.COO.OOO.OOO. It is
Plains of Mensnra and Yellow Bayon. urer’s
Attorney Dailey attended a meeting calculated tliat the damage .done by
Miss McDonald of Freedom is work Mrs. Jennie'Nelson of Medford,
After
remaining
at
English
Bend,
I ot the maj-or, City Attorney Cai'tervllle
Mass., is a guest at the. home of Dr.
ing for Mrs. L. Robinson.
LOOAL ENTHUSIASM.
Lonisiana, until July, 1864, the regi-1 «;■,(]■ .Jiiclgp itioh. tlie attorney tor Bootli- insects to thes’ prodnots rarely falls
D.
E.
Parsons.
below 10 per cent., while in vears of
Mr. Longfellow from Brandi Mills,
ment oame north, joined Slieridan i ,bj-. He also inspected Boothby’s prop great
ravages it may reach as hign as
was in town, Wednesday taking order
Mrs. G. G. Haines and son, Everett, in the Shenaudaoh valley.
On One Subjeot Waterville People for
erly,
but
dJd
not
swear
out
a
second
60 per cent, of the important staple
pictures in medallion work. •
Boston have been visiting at the
Angnsx 14, tlie re-enlisted veterans iwnrraiit aguinst Bootbby, as was ex products ot the farm.
Glow Enthusiastio.
Miss May Hamilton of Unity is. iiome of Gideon Haines,
,
Assnming that it is no more than 10
were granted a 30 days’ fnrlongli, pected.
The increase of popular enthusiasm visiting her sister, Mrs. Edwin
Although the 'exnct amount of the per oeiit. the damage amnnnts to the
I Mr. and Mrs. Bert Holmes went to wliioh they spent at their homes in
on the following subject is almost
appalling figure of $600,000,000. But
1 Anbot Wednesday for a two weeks’
daily manifested by public expression Swears.
Maine, retnruiiig to Virginia in Sep shortage has not yet been determined, this is only the damage iiiflioted ou
it
is
thought
to
be
between
$70lH)
and
and local endorsement. Read wliat, Lizzie Harvey ot No. Berwick
tember,
and maturing crops and on
^ith Mr. Holmes’ relatives.
this oitizeii says, and discover tlie ! visiting Jier sister Mrs. N. M. Heikes.
... they joined
TT the
T regiment ot ; $10,000, and the police say the shortage growing
live
Btook,
and it is said that $200,returned
Martinbnrg,
W.
Va.
In
Deoember
the
j
ppeu
found
to
date
back
three
cause for the ooustaut showering of! Lieutenant and Mrs. Denton of
Baines has
000,000 more mast be oharged as loss
praise whioli follows in tiie wake of Dorchester, Mass,- are visiting at from East Wilton where she has regiment’s term of three years ex-1 yeairs.
due to the ravages committed^ by iuDoan’s Kidney Pills.
been passing a few weeks witli friends. pired and the regiment returned home
Bootbby is said to be much im seocB on products aud crops in storage
John Copeland’s.
Herbert E. Mank, living at 9 Oak
proved, and will probably be able to and ou forests and forest nrodnots.—
Mr. and Mrs. Preble Libby of Clin Mrs. Evelyn
Fairbrother and and. was mustered oat of servioe.
St... foreman in the Maine Oentral
Boston Globe.
Ronudhonse, Waterville, Me,, says: ton, Mass., are visiting relatives in daughter, Harriet, reoently returned The SOO re-enlisted men formed three appear In ^c^uiL la a_£e^^js.
“Form personal experience I know town.
oompanies
and
joined
the
30tb
Maine
from Leipsio, Germany, are gnests at
TAX COLLECTOR GONE,
that Doan’s Kidney Pills are a sure
In the game of ball between the
regiment. These men were with
BOYCOTT INJURING TRADE.
cure for baokaohe and kidney troubles, Albions and Skowhegan nine, the the home of Mrs. Faribrother’s Sheridan in the 30tb and camped dar
Hudson, Mass., Aug. 8.—This town
father, Mr. John Greeley. Miss FairFor several years I liad been troubled Albions won 2 to 1.
Shanghai, Aug. 8.—The boycott ou
with pain in my back and tbrongh
brother baa completed her mnsioal ing the winter of 1864 in Winoheater, is in a state of ferment over the dls- jAmerican goods Is becoming so burden(appearance
of
Tgx
Collector
Daniel
J.
Leslie
Sklllin
of
Winslow
was
in
the loins, and often it was very se
Va. In the spring of 1866, they w ere
ednoation abroad.
aome to the trade of ail nations bere
vere. The kidney sedketion oame too town Friday.
with Sheridan, following him to McCarthy, who has held the office since that the general Chamber of Commerce
Mrs.
J.
A.
Clark
and
Mrs.
Lizzie
4900. He has been missing from his
frequently and oansed no end of Dr. Hayes of Brownvilie oame
tronble. I had been railroading most Saturday for a stop of a day or so, Wylie of North Newoastle are visiting Richmond, going ^rom there to Wash home since July 81. On that day be and the China association have taken
ington, where thd men were on picket left town, presumably to visit friends ateps to, endeavor to persuade the Chiof my life and was then flreing on the when he and his family will return their sister, Mrs. Minor Rowe.
Maine Oentral, bnt kidney tronble to their liome.
duty daring the search for Llnooln’s In Cambridge, Intimating" that be ^eae foreign ofifipe to Interfere and pre
Mrs. Irene Leonard, son. Loyal assassin.
took snob a strong bold ou me that i
might go to Providence later. Since vent further injury to trade.
A party from this town, oonslsting and their gnests. Judge Rowell and
had to give np my position about
eighteen months ago, on aooonnt of It of Mrs. E, F. Day, Mrs. Jessie Besse, son, Oarlton, have returned from a In May they sailed to Savannah, to then nothing has been beard' from him. , OLARK greatly IMPiCDVBD.
do provost dnty until the retnrn to
I was treated by puysioiaus and need Mrs. Cordelia Abbott and others
New York, Aug. 8.—Senator Clark of
two weeks’ onting at Obristmas Cove. Portland In Angnst for their honors SPECIAL AROANUM SESSION.
varlons remedies that were recom spent Friday at China Lake.
Montana,
who on July 16 underwent an
mended to me. bnt found nothing Rev. N. M. Heikes left Monday,
Mrs. Lnoy Plommer who has been able dlsoharge.
I Boston, Aug. 8.T-Supreme Secretary operation for the removal of a brain
more than temporary relief. Having Aug. 7, for Shirley. He will be the gnest of her nieoe, Mrs. D. M.
Robson of the Royal Arcanum an- absceM, yesterday left bis apartments
beard some of the men on the road joined at Newport by Rev. Newell
ONLY A MASK. ,
inounces that the supreme council will tor the first time since the operation,
■peak favorably of Doan’s Kidney Maynard and they will enjov camping Marshall, returned to her home in
New Portland Friday.
Many are not being benefited by the meet at Put-ln-Bay, 0-, on Aug. 80, to pe will now drive out each pleasant
Fills I made np my mind to try them out for a fo|^nlght.
summer vaoation as they shonld be. consider the developments growing out |iUy until bis strength U aufficient to
and got a box at Dorr’s drng store.
This remedy acted In a different Bagley and Bhofey’s mill has re Sanford Witham sold the oheetnnt Nosr, notwithstanding maoh (mtdoor of the establishment, of new rates. oennlt him to travel..
manner from any I bad tried. It sumed work, having been shut down mare, “Flood,’’which be has owned life, they are little if any stronger Forty-two representatives from, the
seemed to go right to the root of the for baying. Will Bennett of Liberty for several years to Arthur Alexander than they were. The tan (m their grand councils have signed a request
faoes is darker ^d makes them look
VOUNTY. In Probate Court,
tronble and in a few days after I be is sawyer and Walter Waldron bunohea of Belgrade, Saturday, for $200.
to Supreme Regent Wiggins that atKINNBBVC
Augusta. In vaosUon July S7, ISOS
healthier, bnt it is only a mask. made
gan nslJDg it the baokaobe disap the shinglea Mr. Bagley himself
A Certain Instrument, purporUna to be the
_
Rev. J. B. Reardon, pastor of the They axe still nervons, easily tired, a special assslon -he held..
peared. A little later all other symp looks after the engine.
last will and teatament of Martba Oreelr,
l.te of Oakland, In said County, deoeaaed,
Universallst obnroh, has tendered bis upset by trifles, and they do not eat
toms of kidney trouble vanished. I
JAl^'8 ' FAST TEN MILES.
baying been, meaented for probate:
News of the sadden death of Gtoo. resignation to take effect aooording to nor sleep well. What they need is
have also used Doan’s Ointment with
dBDKBED.That notice tbareof be glean three
what tones the nerves, perfeots diges
gratifying resalte for itching skin Wiggln was reoeived here, Saturday. the terms of the oontraot.
weeks
suooessively, prior to tne fourth Monday
Detroit, Aug. 8.—Webb Jay of Oleve- ot August
Mr.
Wiggln
moved
to
Benton
a
year
tion,
creates
appetite,
and
makes
next. In the Waterville MaU. a newstronblea’’
C „ .
printed In WatarvlUo, that nil j^odb
For sale by aU dealers.\Prioe 60 or two ago. He was in bis nsuai While skating In the rink at the fair sleep refreshing, and that is Hood’s iand scored: a decisive victory at Orosss p'per
Interesie
may attend at a Court of Probate
cental Foetw-Mllbom Ckx.^Buffalo, health when he retired Thursday grounds Saturday evening H. A. York Sarsaparilla. Pnpils and teachers Point* track over Barney Otdfleld in a then to be holJsn at Augusta, and show ranse.
JO-mlle
open
antomoblle
event.
Jay’s
genetidly
will
find
the
chief
purposk
night.
He
died
Friday
momlM.
It
any.
why
the said Instrument should net be
New York, sole agents for the United
approved and allowed as the last will
Heart tronble was the • oause. He was tripped by a person falUns in ^ the vacation best subserved ny this Urns tor tbs 10 miles was 0:36 S-5, and prorad,
Statea
and temment oktba said deoaaaaA
, Remember the name—Doan e—and leavee a widow and a eon, Elmer front ot him, and fell, striking heavi neat mediolne which, as we know, . his best mile was madn In B6 8-Q, sseO. T. STBViraS, Judge.
rCOHB, BegUier. 04*
Wiggln, to mourn hie death.
ly and breaking bis collar bone. Mr. “bnilds np the whole system.’’
Mke no other.
i onda.
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